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Felix

Preliminary Hearing of Alleged They Ate at Same Table in Res
Bribe Takers In District
taurant, and Detective RecCourt- ognized Thief.
A suit, was filed this morning with
the clerk of the district court by the
United States Bunk and Trust Company against William E. Martin and
E. C. Burke, both of Santa Fe county,
for the collection of a $100 note alleged to be due.
Change of Agents.
The American Bridge Company of
New York and the L. C. Smith and
Brothers Typewriter Company yesterday filed papers of change of agent
from R. H. Hanna to Frances C. Wilson in each case, with the state corporation commission.
Insurance Matter Correction.
The German American
Indemnity
Company of Denver, Colorado, was not
Tefused a license to do business in the
state as was reported in a recent issue of the Xew Mexican. The insurance company did not request nor desire a renewal of its license.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received yesterday in the office of
State Treasurer O. X. Marron: J. A.
Baird, treasurer of Otero county, taxes, $360.05; Nestor C. de Baca, treasurer of Union county, taxes $457.36,
Las Vegas Land Grant, $236.
Team Stolen and Recovered.
A team belonging to J. M. Sanchez
of Barelas rented by a man who gave
the name of Haywood was found yesterday in the barn of a local liveryman who had paid $55 for the horses.
The liveryman is now out the purchase price as the team was returned
to its owner by the mounted police.
Haywood bought a ticket for Los Angeles and has not been heard from.
District Court.
Pablo Archuleta, a resident of Santa Fe; was yesterday found guilty of
rape by a Jury in the district court.
Sentence will be passed late this afternoon or tomorrow.
Yesterday afternoon the case of the four representatives indicted for bribery in connection with the Senatorial contest in the
Counsel for
legislature was called.
the defense waived preliminary examination awaiting the action of the September session of the grand jury. By
agreement bonds for the accused legislators were fixed at $2,000 each,
which was furnished and the men released. The names of the four accused men are: Jose P. Lucero, Julian C. Trujillo, Manuel P. Cordova
and Luis R. Montoya.
Board of Education.
,
Yesterday the state board of education met in the office of Superintendent Alvan N. White. At the request
of the board Aioert Stern of the
stores appeared and the question
ct better school text book distribution
was taken up. Mr. Stern said that the
company he represented would make
every effort through their agents over
the state to bring about a better distribution.
The bonds of tne various
text book publishers under contract
with the state were investigated and
A committee consisting
approved.
of Dr. C. M. Light, Superintendent C.
C Hill and Dr. M. D. Taylor was appointed to prepare a new manual for
county institutes. The committee met
last evening and announced that the
manual will be ready for distribution
not later than May 15. A committee
on common school courses of study
was appointed consisting of the following: Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Superintendent C. C. Hill and Superintendent Bonifaceio Montoya. The
board will take up the question of
school legislation today.
Letter to County Asessors.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 20, 1912.
To the County Assessors:
Gentlemen The territorial board of
equalization held a meeting in January, and following the precedent
oi
earlier years attempted to fix valuations for your guidance, not only upon
railroad, telegraph and telephone companies, as authorized by law, but upon
lands, live stock and banks. After the
organization, taking the position that
the action of the territorial board was
unauthorized and of no effect, held a
meeting at which new valuations of
railroad, telegraph and telephone property were made, together with what
was Intended to be recommendations
only to you and to county commissioners as to minimum values to be fixed
on other kinds of property. These
recommendations were made so that
there could be general understanding
of what the board would expect, and
upon which it could act at its meeting
in September for the raising or lowering of valuations to make them uniform throughout the state. In preparing the record of the proceedings of
the board and in its printing, owing
to the haste with which the work was
done, the intention that these should
be mere recommendations,
is not as
plainly indicated as it should have
been. While these are only recommendations, yet they are to be understood as indications of what the board
insist upon at its September
m ating, and failure of the
county au- Ild-fel-
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Callahan was arrested today by
6
inspectors who say he is want4
ed for complicity in three diamond
robberies aggregating $120,000, and
ir. the robbery of a postoffice
in St. Louis,
and other thefts.
1
Piostoffice
who
Inspector Bunsen,
made the arrest, says Callahan is beN
ing held as the leader of a gang which
stole $100,000 worth of diamonds from
Mrs. Maldwin Drummond's stateroom
in the senaThere was no break-uon the steamship America in Febru- torial forces today although a general
ary, 1911, and which bound and gagged drift towards two solutions is being
two men and stole $10,000 worth of noticed. One is a Republican caucus
jewels from Edward Albertis' store in by Sunday night in which A. B. Fall
Chicago in April, 1911, and killed a and W. J. Mills .would have the advantage, as with the four members apparman in getting away.
fallen from grace, only 23 votes
ently
Arrest Was Result of Accident.
would be needed to carry the caucus,
Callahan's capture was the result
just as only 35 votes are needed in
of a peculiar chain of circumstances. the
legislature to elect a senator. The
Bunsen, who has been looking for Cal- other possibility is a combination
of
lahan for the postoffice robbery, was Democrats with the
s
noticin
when
a
restaurant
he
eating
to force the election of one
ed that an index finger of a man opRepublican and one
posite him was missing at the first Progressive Republican if not a Demojoint. He. then saw the man's resem- crat. Both are being discussed in
blance to a photograph of Callahan.
caucus
whispers and a Republican
Denied Identity.
may be looked for soon. The RepubliWith the aid of a city detective, cans, however, deny that there is the
Bunsen arrested Callahan and his remotest possibility of the other comcompanion who gave the name of bination. The Democrats also deny it
Charles F. Miller. Callahan
denied but look coy.
The greatest gains were made today
his identity, and according to the city
detectives, tried to bribe Bunsen. Cal- by L. Bradford Prince who received
lahan's name also has been given to three more votes than yesterday, and
the Federal authorities as the leader Speaker R. L. Baca who gained three
of the gang which entered Spalding (Votes, while new comers in the field
are H. O. Bursum and Jack Fall, who
Company in Chicago in February received the one
vote lost respectively
.of
and
stole $10,000 worth
1911,
jew: by A. B. Fall and W. H.
AndrewsWilleiry. It is known that Callahan was iam J. Mills
regained the four of (he
under arrest in London eight months five votes
he had lost yesterday.
How he gained his freedom is
ago.
The four Republican contestants for
not known here. Rewards for his ar: the seats of two Democrats
and two
rest aggregate $10,000. Members of Progressive Republicans are
the gang, who were convicted for the pressure to have the contests exerting
decided
Alberti robbery are said to have told speedily and this as well as the outthe federal authorities that Callahan come of the bribery charges
against
was the leader.
four Republican members, may have
a decided bearing, in forcing a soluAdmits Identity.
. When Callahan was shown a photo
tion of the deadlock early next week.
The Hall of Representatives was
graph of himseif, mad i at Joliet, 111.,
prison ten years ago, he admitted his not as crowded as yesterday noon
He refused to make any when the ballot was taken, the novelidentity.
statement about the jewelry robberies ty of the ceremony having apparently
worn off. It took only a half an hour
of which he is accused.
to call the roll, record the votes and
tabulate them. The same tellers as
RESULT OF FIRST JUAREZ
HORSE RACE TODAY. yesterday officiated and there were no
incidents of extraordinary character,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mextcnn) except when Bias Sanchez voted for
Juarez, Mex., March 21. Weather "Jack" Fall a titter ran around the
clear, track fast. First race, five fur- room, and he was asked to repeat his
longs. Isom 103 (Johnson) 5 to 1 first; vote, which he did. "Jack" is the son
Dog Star 103 (Molesworth) 10 to 1 sec- of Judge A. B. Fall who leads the Recontest
ond; X Royal Dolly 108 (Calkhan) 7 publicans in the senatorial
to 1 third. Time 1:00
Old Crow, and with other members of the family
of
Fall
Judge
Ruth Esther, Lord Lem, Florence
occupied a seat in the
auditorium. Interested spectators too,
Kripp. McAlan, Rose Sweet,
from the outside, were Judge and Mrs.
and Wild Bear, ran.
post-offic- e

n
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ALLEN CLAN
S
They Approach Within Three
Miles of Hillsville and
Post Notices
VILLAGE

EXCITED

'We Will Get You First" Is
Gist of Ruffians Warning
to Posses.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hillsville, Va., March 21. Hillsville

was excited today over a report that
a party of the Aliens or their sympathizers rode to within three miles of
Hillsville and placed a notice of their
own beside the governor's posted proclamation offering rewards
for the
wanted clansmen, dead or alive. This
is the notice said to have been posted:
Bandit's Warning.
"To those who made it their concern.
"We have plenty of arms and bulr
lets. We know how to use them. These
hills are an unhealthy place for stranRemember this, you
gers to visit.
can get us in the end, may be, but we
will get you first."
Prepare for Trial.
Roanoke, Va., March 21. Floyd Allen, Victor Allen and Byrd Marion today engaged counsel who conferred
with the counsel and will go to Hillsville tomorrow to prepare for the trial.
Detectives at Mount Airy, 'orth Carolina, today attempted to trace two
boys, who yesterday bought twenty
loaves of bread and some canned
goods and then disappeared.
WOULD-B- E

ASSASSIN
HAS CONFESSED GUILT.
Jacksonville, Fla., March 21. Fred
Price, alias Fred Newson, arrested as
a vagrant, has confessed to having
sent the infernal machine to
Judge
Rosalsky of New York.

Senate.
Roll call, prayer and reading of journal were followed by colloquy over
Senators breaking rules by talking,
smoking and meandering about whiie
business was being transacted. Apologies were offered.
The following bills were introduced- Senate Bill No. 23, by Hinkle, a local option measure.
Senate Bill No. 24, by Holt, providing for punishment of persons who
drink intoxicants or who are intoxicated on passenger trains, railroad
stations or on other railroad
and giving conductors the property
right to
make arrests.
Senate Bill No. 25, by Walton, providing for the denosit
and collecting interest thereon.
benate Bill No. 26, by Walton,
amending Section 2 of Chapter 22 of
the Laws of the 38th Legislative Assembly, relative to the qualifications
of district attorneys. Referred to the
committee on judiciary.
Senate Bill No. 27, by Boleslo Romero", providing for the
payment of
district attorneys and district
and making appropriation for judges
their
salaries. Referred to the committee
on finance.
House Bill No. 10, by J. W. Chaves
the perjury bill, was referred to the
committee on judiciary on motion of
Holt.
Recess until noon.
The Senate did not meet until late
this afternoon after the Senate Judiciary Committee had held a meeting
POINTERS
An attempt will be made to hold a
Republican House caucus either tonight or tomorrow evening.
The Mabry resolution on the House
bribery investigation was tabled indefinitely. A recess of ten minutes
was then taken.
The Senate had resumed its session
as the New Mexican went to
press.
House.
Representative Llewellyn was called
to the chair this forenoon
during roll
call,, prayer and reading of the min-

utes.

J. W. Mullens, and W. W. Nichols
made It clear that they did not vote
for W. H. Andrews for U. S. Senator
yesterday, as erroneously reported. '
The following biiis were introduced:

Bodies Have
Been Taken Out and
More Are Located

Thirty-Nin-

tion

House Bill No. 12, by Burg, an act
for the promotion of education in New
Mexico. Referred to the Committee
on tdjeation.
House Bill No. 13, by Burg, an act
relative to the form and execution of
cost bonds. Referred to t lie Committee on Judiciary- House Bill No. 14, by Tripp, an act
to punish any person who drinks in
on railtoxicants or is intoxicated
road trains, in depots or other railroad property.
Referred to the Committee on Railroads. This bill is said
tc have the endorsement of the railroad labor unions.
The Committee on Judiciary reported for passage House Bill Xo. 10 by
Chaves, an act to define perjury and
providing punishment therefore. Thu
measure gives the right to legislative
officers to administer oaths and provides a penalty of $500 to $5,000, and
one to five years for perjury.
The
bill was passed unanimously.
It carries the emergency clause making it
effective upon signature by the governor.
Catron explained why the measure
is an emergency
Under
'measure.
present statutes, perjury can be punished only if committed in a case on
trial and thi measure extends the
penalty to those swearing falsely before legislative investigation committees.
House.
House Bill No. 12, was introduced
on request of President E. McQueen
Gray of the University of Xew Mexico
at Albuquerque.
It provides for schol
arships from each county to he award-edfbboards of county commissioners
to any high school fourth year pupil,
the scholarships to be to any o the
higher state institutions of learning,
the state to pay $200 per annum toward the students' tuition and expenses. The appointment is to be for two
years, with power to renew it for two
years if the pupil secured first grade
in all regular studies and first rank
in conduct.
The appointment may be
recalled if the student's record is unsatisfactory. The county superintendent is also empowered to appoint a
teacher of the public schools to a
scuoiarsnip ior one year, $30 per
month tor nine academic, months to
be paid from the state treasury to such
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Precarious Scheme for Philippine Decree of Orozoco States President Will Be Killed If
Independence Proposed by
Jones.
CapturedRepresentative

JUNE

Estimates Place Number Still In
Mine at Twenty-Ninto
e

-

Fifty-Thr- ee

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ( By S.eci:,l L is. ii Wire to New Mexican)
El Centra, Calif., March 21. Mexi- .McCurtain, Okla., March 21
Up to
"V can tederal authorities are taking this afternoon twenty-fouIn session 2 p. m.
V
men have
Finance committee continued Vsteps to disarm all civilians aloug tbejbi-crescued alive from the San Bois
hearing on chemical tariff re- - X international border throughout lower mine nich caved j yesterday afier
vision bill.
California, and Sonora, according to Iin exl,i0,i()M.
Thinv-ninunrecognizHouse.
loaay. miring, ai,e bodies have been taken out. Ks- tne last tew days officers trom Sonora
Met at noon.
places the number still in tin
visited points along the border south jtimates
Passed bill giving President
mine at from 2!i to
Yuma
federal
court
and
remove
some
in
;of
instances confispower to
McCurtain. Okla., March 21. Fourcated weapons. American cowboys on
clerk.
teen more workmen were rescued
of X the stock ranches or the Californin-- j
Underwood
V
Chairman
from the San Hois mine today. Tins
Mexico Land and Cattle Company be-ways and means committee in- miners
l'nv Calexico, and Andrade came under makes a total of twenty-livtroduced same wool tariff revi-forth
alive
from
the
brought
workings
tne
order
sion bill, placing 20 per cent
against carrying firearms that were
a
wrecked yesterday
by
duty on raw wool, as was ve- janu it was reported officers of the blast. Fifteen corpses have been re
toed by President
company ordered their employes
Tat't last
to
conform strictly to the federal injunc-- covered. The number of men at work
session.
at the time of the explosion was betion.
Adopted resolution authoriz- The hope thar
It was in connection with an at tween !.I2 ami lltl.
ing,i;cvernnient participation in
tempt to disarm Juan Felice at the three score or more men still
national corn expedition, Co- ujm,)e,i in t,,n San Bois mille wel'H
Gallegos ranch on the lower Colorado
luinbia, S. C, 19K!.
river that the man was shot when he alive, was at low ebb this morning
Money trust
investigating
lesisted the officers, ii was stated. when the explosion of the working.!
N committee decided to examine
director-relation- While the officers were at the Gallegos wrecked in yesterday's explosion was
N directorates,
resumed.
During the night, fifteen,
ranch, they arrested and sent to
ship and stock books of nation- it was stated, Epifanio Gallegos, bodies blackened and mutilated alal banks as first move.
charged with having shot and serious- - most, beyond recognition were recovRepresentative Jones intro- duced a bill proposing "proba- bodies located.
injureu rraniv wiiiis, a prominent ered and additional
tionary independence'' for Fili- - S American, in a quarrel over cuttle a That the death list will exceed Iihi,
now seems certain.
pinos lroin 19K! to I'.lL'l.
Vyonr ago.
After Madero's Scalp.
Gas Caused Explosion.
s
San Antonio, Texas, March 21
This morning.
That Wool Tariff,
volunteers
came
B
General Orozco, the rebel from nearby mines and the rescue
Washington, D. C, March 21. The ulL'Ke
1"!U'1"'
declaring
President Madero parties were more systematically
orDemocratic members of the ways and
means committee determined today to Sl,1,jf, t to execution if captured, was ganized under the direction of mining
reintroduce in the House, the same l. fought here and published todav bv experts from the government station
wool tariff revision bill that was intro Melcher Camacho, special envoy of at McAlester.
Before nightfall, it is
duced last summer, which, after bein Orczco to Emilio Vasquez Gomez. An- - expected that practically every recess
revised in conference. was vetoed by!olhel decref' warns Americans that in the mine will be penetrated.
contracts they make with the Madero
President Taft.
The cause of the explosion has not
government will be void if the present been
determined.
examinaState
The decision followed an
definitely
revolution triumphs.
Both decrees Mine
tion of the tariff board's statistics as are dated
Boyle is of the opinion
Inspector
Chihuahua, March is.
that gas was responsible. There was
analyzed
by Chairman Underwood
Mutineers Executed.
and compared with the data in possesMexico City, Mex., March 21. Four- but little dust in the mine, he declared. An inspection of the property
sion of the committee,
it was even teen of the twenty-thremembers of was
decided there would be no Democratic Ihe rural
planned for last Saturday but
guard who mutinied las! was
deferred because the mine was
caucuses on the bill, which will obvi- Tuesday at
toTlalnepantla, were shot
not being worked last
ate a fight by the free wool adherents, day. The executions
were carried out
Didn't Need Coffin.
though when the bill comes up on the under the suspension of
guarantees.
McCurtain, Okla., March 21. Toe
floor they may make a stand.
An Astute Governor.
father of "Shy" Sussio, a miner and
The bill differs from the bill vetoed
Mexico City, Mex., March 21. Zapprize fighter, well known in the
the
in
President
principally
by the
atistas, 1.500 strong, under Jesus Mor- Southwest, made two coffins last
nigm
The ales, recently proclaimed
duty assessed on raw wool.
state institution.
governor of for "Shy's ' two brothers. One of the' i
cent,
bill
carried
House
per
twenty
Emiliano
I'etlalcingo
by
House Bill No. 13, permits surety
Zapata, have was
the rescued alive today.
House captured many small towns near tho The among
companies to go on cost bonds in ap- but after the conference the
father, overjoyed, gave one of the)
finalwas
city of Puebla, and now are threaten- coillns to the burial committee.
peal and other eases where formerly leaders yielded and the bill
The
per ing Atlixco. where the citizens have other he kept for possible use. "Shy '
only personal bond was accepted. The ly passed, carried a twenty-nincent duty on raw wool.
armed themselves to repel the rebels. himself today brought out unaided,
bill also prescribes a form of bond.
The House took a recess from 11:30
The committee first considered a Eufemio Zapata is protecting the two corpses.
a m. to noon.
How Fourteen Were Saved.
bill that would correspond to the con- planters in making the sugar crop and
decided punishing with death any interference
McCurtain. Okla., March 21. Eleven
Alldredge, G. H. Jones, Martinez.
ference report but finally
Barth, Isaac Jones, Martinez.
unanimously to introduce their own with them or the burning of cane of the fourteen of the men rescued toBowman, John M. Fall, Mills.
day were able to come out unassisted
bill which puts a duty of twenty per fields.
but three were carried out by resBurns, Thomas D. Andrews, Fall.
The state of Morelos is in comparacent on raw wool. Chairman Vnder-woocuers. When the explosion occurrei'.
Clark, John S. Mills, Fall.
dropped the bill in the basket as tive peace. The rebels at Lerdo, state
the fourteen were near the South
Crampton, Edwin C Mills, Fall.
of Durango, are reported to have
he entered the House today.
proDoepp, Fred F. Jones, Martinez.
cured
They made their
a
and
of
members
the
great, quantity of dynamite Thirteenth Entry.
Ways
Minority
to the room, which is only eight
Evans, A. J. Jones, Martinez.
Means Committee are planning to in- from a captured Mexican factory. The way
B.
Gallegos, Eugenio
Larrazolo, troduce a wool bill to conform to the result of the expected clash between by ten feet in size, where they found
Mills.
the federals and General Salazar's an air pump, about the top of which
report of the tariff board.
(
Hunt, Squire, Jr. Larrazolo, Spiess.
A Joker.
force at Jiminez is awaited with the they crowded closely, changing positions frequently for the benefit of some
Hinkle, James F. Jones, Martinez.
Washington, I). C, March 21 Chair- greatest concern.
weaker member of the party. They
Holt, Herbert B. Fall, Mills.
man Clayton of the Judiciary Commitbuilt a curtain at the entrance to exIlfeld, Louis G. Mills, Jaffa.
tee declared on the floor of the House
clude foul air and gas. The sound
J. Andrew
Laughren, Charles
today that more- than twenty clerks
of tapping conveyed to the
Catron.
rescue
GOAL
of federal courts in the United States
party along the air pipe led to their
Mabry, Thomas J. Jones, Martinez.
and
were
of
funds
embezzlers
court
William .VI.
discovery.
McCoy,
Andrews, still
retained their places because the
Prince.
ON
existing lew was so framed that they
VOTE ON RECALL
Miera, Epimenio A. Fall, Catron.
Mr. Clayton
could not be reached.
SOON IN ARIZONA.
Navarro, Juan Mills, Fall.
urged an amendment of the law to
Page, Gregory Mills, Andrews.
Resolutions for Submission to Vote of
Pankey, Benjamin F. Catron, Baca. permit the President of the United 20,000 Men Will
Quit, Desuch
offending
Romero, Abelino Hagerman, Otero. States to remove
People Introduced in Legisclares President of United
clerks.
lature.
Romero, Boleslo Fall, Catron.
Precarious Plan.
Sulzer, Joseph F. Hagerman, Otero.
Mine
Workers
(By .Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican
Mr. Jones will endeavor to make
Walton, William B. Jones, Marti- nez.
Phoenix, Ariz., March 21
Resoluthe bill a part of the Democratic legis
tions for the submission to a vote of
House.
lative program. During "qualified in- OPERflTORS
RECONSIDER the people of a constitutional amendBaca, Marcos C. de Hagerman, dependence" the Archipe.ago
would
ment providing for the recall of the
Martinez.
operate under a system identical with
Baca, Miguel E. Fall, Catron.
that of the United States, the Presi- Will Reconvene to Go Over judiciary were scheduled to be introduced simultaneously
Blanchard, W. E. Andrews, Fall.
today in both
dent of the United States having the
Situation In View of Recent
Houses of the stale lesislature. SenBoulware, Robt. H. Jones, Martinez right of veto over the Philippine Islator Homer Wood of Yavapai county,
Burg, John B. Prince, Baca.
and laws. The right to vote would be
Developments.
one of the champions of the recall of
Carter, P. E. Jones, Martinez.
in
who
those
the
given to
Philippines
judges in the constitutional convenCampbell, J. W. Jones, Martinez
held if. prior to the war in 189S and to (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
tion, was to introduce the resolution
Casados, Juan D. Jones, Baca.
those who own and pay taxes on 500
Cleveland, Ohio, March 21. Ten )er i:: the upper House and
Catron, Charles C Mills, Catron. Lpesos worth of
cent
increase in pay with a shortening P. S. Wren of the same Representative
property, providing
Chavez, James W. Andrews. Baca.
rounty was ti
can read and write. The bill of hours equal to another ten per cent perform a like
they
C'hrisman, W. H. Prince, Baca.
duty in the lower
was demanded by the miners today as House.
would prohibit polygamy.
Clancy, Juan J. Mills, Larrazolo.
the only basis upon which they will
Philippine Independence.
This clause as it stood on the conCooney, Thomas F. Bursum, MurWashington, D. C, March 21. Rep- continue to work in the bituminous stitution originally was photographed
ray.
and reproductions of the
resentative Jones of Virginia, chair- fields after April l.
Cordova, Manuel No vote
original arman of the House committee on insu"Call it a strike or suspension, the ticle before it was voted out as a
Downs, Charles P Fall, Mills.
in
lar affairs, proposed "probationary
20,0(10 miners, in the bituminous fields
necessary to the statehood, wera
Evans, J. T. Jones, Martinez.
dependence" for the Philippine Islands of western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indi- attached to the resolutions.
ResoluGage, Hugh M. Jones, Martinez.
from July 4, 1913, to July 4, 1921, in a ana, and Illinois, will not dig another tions of ratification of the income tax
Garcia, Rafael Jones, Martinez.
bill introduced today. The bill has lump after the first of the month on amendment to the federal constitution
Goodell, A. S. Fall, Andrews.
the approval of the Democratic mem- the present wage scale,' said John P. also were to be introduced todav. it
Gurule, Tomas A. Prince, Baca.
was predicted that both measures
Hilton, Conrad N. Andrews, Baca. bers of the committee. .
White, president of the United Mine
would be passed without debate.
Paroles for "Lifers."
House, John L. Jones, Martinez.
Workers of America.
Mr. White said the demand was in
Labadie, Tranquilino Catron, LarWashington, D. C, March 21. The
razolo.
House today passed a bill extending the nature of an ultimatum. Answer- ST. LOUIS BASEBALL "
FANS MUST WAIT.
Llewellyn, W. H. H. Andrews, Fall. the parole law to "life" prisoners in ing the miners demands, the operators
federal penitentiaries after 13 years declared under the
Lobato, Jose Mills, Fall.
present
earning
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
of penal servitude.
Lopez, Remigio Martinez, Mills.
power of the mines they could not afSt. Louis, Mo., March 21. The openLove, Florence Jones, Martinez.
ford to grant the increase.
ing game of the series of games beLucero, J. P. Not voting.
Operators Conciliatory.
tween the St. Louis American
TO MEMBERS EDUCA- Manzanares, M. P. Mills, Baca. '
league
New York, N. Y., March 21. It be- and
National League teams which was
TIONAL COMMITTEES.
Martinez,
Manuel
C Martinez,
came known today that the anthra- scheduled
Baca.
for Saturday, was postponcite operators that recently met here ed today until March 30
The members of the Senate
Duncan
because of
McGillivray,
Andrews, X
and refused the miners demands for cold weather and
Mills.
and House Committees on Edthe frozen baseball
increased
pay
having reconsidered grounds.
ucation are requested to meet
Montoya, Luis R. Not voting.
their decision to make the answer fitomorrow
forenoon at nine
Moreno, Presiliano
Andrews, Baca.
nal and soon will reconvene to go over ready have signified their intentionof
. Mullens, James W.
o'clock, with the state board of
Martinez, Jones
the situation. Whether this means granting a partial increase, however,
education at the office of SuperNichols, W. W'. Martinez, Jones.
that a compromise offer will be de- and the assumption is that some simX intendent of Public Instruction
Padilla, Zacarias Fall, Catron.
clared could not be learned.
ilar action may develop from the fuAlvan N. White.
Some independent operators
X X X X X X X X X X
alture meeting.
X X X
(Continued on Page Four.)
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The Little Store

Marty

" Soltaire " Goods.

the

Always the Leader

NH

C

WITH

GIVE

WE

PURCHASES.

CASH

ALL

1

Santa Fe. Telephone

Southern Corner Plaza,

GO

Household
Find Them So.

TICKETS

voice

n

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Remember the name
lake no other.

ALFaLFA

All kinds of flowers,

SEED.

garden

&

STOCK

FOOD.

guide

Phone Black

45

gloom

i

i
I

R. J. CR1CHT0N

COAI

Dawson,

Of

and

never-endin- g

night beneath the sod,

net-wor- k

stem

The warm sweet sap, like green blood
making glad
The veinlets of the utmost little twig?
And who but thou, O Lord, in mystic
wise,
With alchemy divine, can from the

SAWED WOOD

earth,
This sordid earth,

Near Union Depot.

extract pure

es'

sences

PHONE, RED 100.

To paint the cheeks of blossoms, scent

their breath,

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

o

TO

'nconven'ence by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

MnflPV

an(

3 VP
JuTC
lUUllCj
Payable

U.

Tkroufhout

BARNES, Agent.

Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J. R. CREATH,

139

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

cTrRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,

a

SIT

"RT

(T

IN

PAINTING
I
I

SATISFACTION

I GUARANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,
305 San Francisco Street.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8,

1912.

(013817.)
12, 1911.
Republication.
Notice is hereby given tnat the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof under sections 16 and 17 of the
Act of March 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854),
as amended by the Act of February
21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470) in support of
liis claim 3253, serial 013817, for tract
1, sees. 21 and 28, and tract 2, in sec.
28, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. & B.
viz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba, N.
M.

Said proof will be made before the
(Register or Receiver, V. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names the following witnesses to prove his actual, continuous
adverse possession of said land for
twenty years next preceding tbe sur

res

sffiiainn

fans OtoBiEftiBl
For irrigation this engine is a wonder. Pumps
up to 1100 gallons per hour. See us
about this engine.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
GENERAL

SANTA FE, N. M.

STORE,

Phone Black 6619.

Why Import Mineral Water
f

WHEN

:

YOU CAN

GET THE

:

?

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. . Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO..

VtiSXm

FRANK ffl. JONES.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

I

THE STAR BARN
--

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, March 21. A val
uable discovery of soluble potash salts
has been made in the Mojave desert,
southern California, by field represent
tatives of the Bureau of Soils and Geo
logical Survey. The potash was found
strewn
i3 here prospecting.
in a partially dried up lake. The govBlessings around us, though partaking
Dr. O. J. Westlake, of Silver City,
ernment experts who found it de
not
Ed Layne and W. D. Murray, are in clares there are indications of millions
Thyself of that abundance which thy Deming today on business.
of tons of potash.
hand
E. J. Tilley has returned from 'an
Alone created. In the
years, extended trip through Canada end re- To please us thou hast reared thy sumed
USE ftLLENJOOT-EASE- .
his duties as S. P. operator
j
goodly trees,
here. Mr. Tilley left his children in
Glowing with
fruitage, spreading j New York to attend school.
The antiseptic powder to be shaken
green with shade,
Edw. Taylor, who was lately transOr clustered with delightsome odorous
into the shoes. If you want rest and
ferred to Tucson, has been
blooms.
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
as
now
third
is
and
here,
serving
Shall we thy largess take with selfish
sweating feet, use Allen's Foot Ease.
track operator for the S. P.
ease,
Relieves corns and bunions of all
a carB. F. Stewart has shipped
And not in some small way, though,
pain and prevents blisters, sore and
to
is
of
and
load
horses
Deming,
good
feeble, seek
callous spots. Just the thing for
to
farmers here.
To emulate thy goodness, and be- selling the same out
Leather
Dancing Parties, Patent
queath
Shoes, and for Breaking in New
AMERICAN CAN SOLD
Unto succeeding generations, gifts
Shoes. It is the greatest comfort disABOVE PAR TODAY.
We never can share ourselves? O God
covery of the age. Try it today. Sold
of Love,
25 cts. Don't accept any
everywhere,
Make us unselfish in this task: our Stock Market Opened Higher This
substitute. For FREE trial package,
But
Closed
hearts
Hesitated,
Morning,
address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
Steady.
Uplift; and move our hands to speed
N. Y.
TVire
to
New
Leases
Mexican)
(By Special
with joy
21. Reading,
March
New York,
In this, our labor, whereby we shall
Union Pacific, Lehigh Valley, Amalseek
To bless the lives of others yet to gamated Copper, American Smelting
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
and few specialties rose in the stock
come,
When we ourselves have mingled with market today. Smelting's rise was in
EXPRESS LINE.
the dust
response to the company's favorable
Wherein we plant these trees,
report for 1911 and the strength of
50166
From a "Prayer Before Plantine the coppers probably resulted from
f
tne European copper mar Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
Trees," by Walter Malone, in the tne tone
ket. American Can and American
April Scribner.
Sugar were the features of the special
class, American Can preferred selling
beyond par for the first time in its
AROUND THE STATE
history. The average of prices in the
active group this morning constituted
tjie highest level since last NovemFire at Raton.
ber. Traders who feared that a reacThe
frame building of tion was long over-due- ,
sold freely and
Noah Owen at Raton was destroyed prices reacted one-ha-lf
to a point. The
Hill and Harriman stocks showed dis
by fire.
tinct heaviness. Trading became dull
on the decline.
American Smelting
Died After Brief Illness.
Mrs. Mary Viola Welsch, aged 29 was purchased heavily and touched
on the announcement of another
years, died at Las Vegas after brief 80
advance in the price of lead. 'Special
illness.
stocks were pushed up energetically,
including Lehigh Valley, which reachDied of Heart Failure.
Mrs. W. K. Christie, a well known ed 166.
The market closed steady.
Stocks
resident of Raton, died of heart failpoured out steadily under cover of the will
ure. She was aged 57 years.
bulge in Lehigh Valley to 167. Eventually Lehigh Valley itself also broke
Drunk.
Expensive
Albino Lopez was arrested at Las ground, reacting over a point. Elsewhere most of the day's improvement
Vegas and was fined $5 and costs for was cancelled.
Great Northern preMade
in
drunk
public.
being being
ferred, Northern Pacific, and Union
Pacific sold a point below yesterday's
Bought Mountainair Messenger.
R. L. Hitt has bought the plant of
Thirty years' of experience in
the Mountainair Messenger and will
STENZEL ECZEMA
move it to Willard to replace the
tailoring in same of the largest
plant of. the Willard Record destroyed
A clear white liquid for cleansing
cities in Europe and America. ,
by fire.
purifying and healing skin and scalp
diseases.
Avenue.
101 Washington
Bartender Shot In Saloon.
Stops itching or burning Instantly;
In Jo McAllister's saloon near he cures eczema
permanent.
mining camp of Hurley, Grant county,
A few days after using the Liquid
Phone Black 222.
Bartender Richard Dunlap was pain- the disease begins to disappear.
fully wounded in a fight between. Lee
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Figcb. Goods Called for and Delivered
Steen and a stranger, Steen being er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.

ENGINE

EVER CONSTRUCTED.

e

j j

FIRST CLASS

THE SIMPLEST AND MOST COMPACT

watt-mete-

Valuable Discovery
By Government
Experts in Dry Bed of California
Lake.

Phone 14

Hardware We Have It.

If It

14.

The Farm Pump Engine,

i

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D.

Phone

g

't'"

S., Canada, Mexico

.

,'

far-of-

Parts of The World

All

draw-down-

To swell the fruits with lusciousness,
and make
The leafy boughs one mass of heaven
ly green,
cool re
Haunts for the
treats for men?
Yea, all these powers are thine. But
Co.
on this day
F. B. Schwentker, state agent of the
In lowly imitation of thine own
Parental care, we plant these infant Pacific Mutual Life Ins. Co., with
headuarters at Albuquerque, is in
trees
f
To be a blessing in the
years Deming today on business.
C. R. Graves, of Los Angeles, Calif.,
Unto our children and our children's
is in Deming on business.
children,
When we ourselves shall tread the
Fred S. Curtis, of El Paso, is in Dem-inearth no more.
today on business.
Unselfish in thy bounty, thou hast
William Manning, of Denver, Colo.,
song-bird-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

n

of those fraCan weave the
roots.
gile
And make their long antennae feel the
way
To nooks of moisture and fertility?
And who but thou can pilot up the

Yankee,
Oakdale.

333 HICKOX STREET,

dark-

give them power
To yield their tribute unto grateful
men
In fruit or flower or shade. For who
but thou,
And thou alone, O God, amidst the

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

Their tiny rootlets through the
some earth,
To lift their boughs to heaven,

WE HAVE THE "EDGE" ON THE RAZOR BUSINESS; BECAUSE
OUR RAZORS AND CUTLERY HOLD THEIR EDGE.
WE HANDLE ONLY THE BEST RELIABLE BRANDS OF CUTLERY AND HARDWARE.
OUR
We "SHAVE OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK
GOODS.
,

At-

and

These
field seeds in bulk and packages
grace
to
To cherish them through infancy,

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Death of Mrs. Francis E. Wood.
The many friends of Attorney F. E.
Every woman's heart responds to
Wood, member of the constitutional
of a baby'a
convention, will grieve to hear of the the charm and sweetness
sudden death at Albuquerque of Mrs. voice, because nature intended her for
motherhood.
But even the loving
Wood.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
Admiral's Wife Asks Divorce.
is usually
Washington, March 21. Mrs. Helen ordeal because such a time
M. Couden, wife of Rear Admiral A- a period of suffering and danger.
are
lbert Reynolds Couden, U. S. N., re- Women who use Mother's Friend
saved much discomfort and suffering;
tired, has brought suit in the district and
their systems, being thoroughly
court for a limited divorce and mainby 'this great remedy, are
prepared
tenance.
in a healthy condition to meet the
time with the least possible suffering
FILLING IN AND LEVELMother's Friend is
and danger.
ING DEMING PARK. recommended
only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; it Is in
Turbine Pump Installed That Will no sense a remedy for various Ills,
Lift Water for Irrigation
but its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements rePergola to Be Erected.
ceived from women who have used It
Deming. X. M., March 21. The are a guarantee of the benefit to be
This remedy
woik of filling in and leveling the derived from its use.
but sim
park at the union station was com- does not accomplish wonders Its
work.
nature to perfect
pleted today. It required 3300 yards ply assists
of dirt to make the fill. Superintend- Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking of
ent Dyer of the S. P. is
the breasts, and
with the local park committee, and in every way
"T
- V
Mr. Dyer is here today inspecting the contributes
to jf-lln- tf
IfcttO
been
has
work. The surface
perfect- strong,
healthy
ly leveled and graaed so that the work motherhood. Mother's Friend Ib sold
Write for our free
o. conducting the water to various at drug stores.
parts of it will be a simple matter. book for expectant mothers.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., AtltnU. Ga.
The crushed granite which was filled
some
in by the railroad company
years ago at the end of Silver Avenue closing and United States Steel and
tag been powej up an(i removed and Reading half. Before the close short
the space refilled with soil, so that covering pulled up the list a trifle and
shrubbery and lawns will have better tnere was a renewed demand for some
opportunity to grow. A contract will of the metal stocks.
be made with a well uriller as soon
as one is available for the putting ALLEGHENY AND MONON- down of the irrigation well. The GenGAHEI.A RIVERS RISE.
eral Electric Company has donated a
motor for operating this plant, and Weather Bureau
Predicts Thirty
the American Well Works has given
Foot By Tomorrow in
the city one of their magnificent
Ohio.
capacity turbine pumps. The
Deming Ice and Electric Company will
Special Leased Wire to 7ew Mexican )
furnish the current to operate this 'Py
' Pittsburg, Pa., March 21 All dwell
plant free of charge. As soon as the ers in low districts along the rivers
park is installed, the S. P. company were warned to move by the police
undertake its maintenance. The plant today. Continued rains and thawing
will be enclosed in a small house the weather over the watersheds of the
sides of which will be plate glass, Allegheny and Monongahela rivers for
which will give a perfect view of its several days have caused the rivers
The weather
operation. There will be a vacuum here to rise rapidly.
gage put on the p.imp to show the bureau predicts thirty feet by tomorr
to show row in the Ohio river.
a
just the amount of current being
used, and a weir for accurately measHow Cold Causes Kidney Disease.
uring the discharge. No expense will
Partly by driving blood from the
be spared in making this an ideal surface and congesting the kidneys,
pumping plant. A pergola will be and partly by throwing too much work
erected over the motorhouse to sup upon them.
Pills
Foley Kidney
port vines which will be planted strengthen the kidneys,
give tone
around the well.
to the urinary organs ana restore the
A nickelodeon named the 'Comet'f normal action of the madder. They
opened with a full house in Baker's are tonic in action, quick in results.
hall last night.
Try them. For sale by all druggists.
Edgar Hepp has resigned his position as cashier of the Deming Ice and SOLUBLE POTASH FOUND
IN MOJAVE DESERT.
Electric Company, and has accepted a
position with the Deming Mercantile

lIlflTtls?!A

PRAYER BEFORE
PLANTING TREES.
chosen
Lord, we are setting in this
ground
tender nurslings, trusting in thy

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

Doan's

21, 1912:.

IB

Will bail.

Kid-Pill-

No. 40.

REGISTER

a fianta Fe

To have the pains and aches of a
bad uack removed; to be entirely free
from annoying, dangerous
urinary
disorders :s enough to make any kidney sufferer grateful. To tell how
this Teat change can be brought
aboat will prove comforting words to
hundreds of Santa Fe readers.
Pusuuale Yanni, College St., Santa
Fe, X. Mex., says: "In 1902 I gave
of
a imDlic testimonial in praise
Doau's Kidney Pills to the effect that
they had cured me of a pain in my
bacx, caused by disordered kidneys
11 y work
obliges me to sit down a
and
this weakened my kiddeal
good
at
neys, causing backache. While
work I suffered more intensely than
at any other time and I was very
would
anxious to find a remedy that
Learning of Doan's
relieve me.
T nrocured
a box and to mv
.ioiiFht. thev soon fixed me up in good
1 have since had no need of
siiape.
medicine."
50
For sale by all dealers. Price
Buffalo,
Co.,
Foster-Milburrents.
United
Sew York, sole agents for the

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

charged with discharging the gun. He
was hold to the grand jury in $500

COMFORTING WORDS.

MARCH

THURSDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or, Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

AIAA

VU

RATON

Screened

YANKEE

TTT

Steam Coal.

1

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

?2OT!5i$75??.
Telephone

OOQ

Lump

CERRILLOS

Coal.
Anthracite Coal all JSizes, Smithing
JV
oawea vvoouJ aim TT
imuniifc.
-- 1

Or-

Telephone 85

65

Phone Black

Imperja LaUn(fy
Fr Bes

Laundry Work

l

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
AND FRIDAY

RETURNS THURSDAY

at

Agency

MrsF- -

Phone Red

a

No. 23.

Phone, Red

New Mexlcan

vant

kinss result.

No. 2

ad.

i

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

or

cross-examin-

n

Register.

Clarendon 6arden

The Tailor

8

vey of the township, viz.:
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus, both
(u' Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed, will be given
an opportunity at the above mentione
eel time and place to
tbe witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by the claimant; and especial
notice is hereby given to Manual Ara-goy Lucero, claimant of claim 1303,
serial 013791, which conflicts with the
land herein described as to .47 of an
acre or tract of 2 of the claim 3253, of
opportunity afforded him at the above
mentioned time and place.
MANUEL R. OERO.

AT THE

JULIUS MURALTER

two-stor- y

Barber Shop
Brown, Agent.

O. K.

Plants and Flowers

prices and
guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

reasonable

Flower Stand

LcmoT r
i

For Hire

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

ACC

MID

ft

at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses.
:::

CORRICK'S HACK LINE.

THEODORE CORRICK,

Phone Black 132.

and Gents' Custom
Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

UAPlf QI7D7iri7
Prop'r

J

WOODI'S HACK ONE
OPEN DAY

AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrew Store.
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms tor Rent 25c and EOc
Ten miles shorter than any othe
Short Orders at All Honrs.
way. Good covered hacks and o
00
$5.
WEEK
THE
BY
BOARD
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Te
furnished commercial men to takJ
Prencb Noodle Order TOc. a dlu.
Mew Trk Chop Suey EOc the surrounding towna. Wire Rnb

Station.

THURSDAY,

MARCH

21, 1912.
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THE STATE

Legislators
Listen

BOARD OF EDUCATION

PAGE THREE

Every Woman

PROBING

interested ana should know
abo;i the wonderful
Whirling Spray
Ine nrw vagmat Syringe.
ciost convenient. It
cleanses instantly
Is

FIRST

MARVEL

BRIBEBYGHARGE
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pass you by.
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First Witness on Stand
Yesterday Afternoon Be-

'

j

...

.

OF SANTA FE

your dniyKi

MARVEL, accept no other?
but send stamp for illustrated
book sealed. It pivrs fuli prtlru- - L7.
lirs ani directions invnlunblr to ladies.
MAF.VL CO., 44Usl2Jtl Street, Hew York14

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

fore Comittee

. '

-

true economy

A 1J

.

H

t

this
opportunityfor

U

,

-

, .

"

Do not let

As'

K-

, i

NATIONAL BANK

;

.

:

know why he had committed
this
thing. All four wore lal;en to jail
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
OFFICER SENA'S TESTIMONY without formal charges being preferrpersonal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
ed or a commitment or warrant being
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
issued, and were kept in jail two
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
Defense Alleges That Conrpiracy
nights and a day under no other legal
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
Existed to Oust Accused
pretext except that they had been
liberal
terms as are given by any
Men.
caught coin mit ling a felony.
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on conAttorneys 11. M. Read and George
Mount I'd Policeman
Apolimio
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
W. I'richard for ihe defense conducted
Sena made a good vi!nr.-- s on t Inall
orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
skillfully, but
st and yesterday afternoon before the 'lie
to
was
Sena
not
as liberal treatment in all
them
as
to
as is consistshaken
item
t
is
hat.
any
Committee
House Investigating
of his testimony.
He made a number
ent with sound banking.
probing the bribery clmtges against
the four accused members of the of indirect admissions, however, that
, might be construed to point to the exOFFICERS.
House, Representatives Lucero,
istence of a conspiracy to get the de-Cordova and Montoa.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
Attorney Wright at the same time, fondants out of the legislature, not bebe-- J
L.
A.
cause
F. McKANE. Assistant Cashier.
are
HUGHES,
but
authey
corruptible,
made a good impression upon the
ditors, with his calmness, judicial cause tney couni not he shaken m
- their determination 10 vote for a cerpoise, his harness, ami yet, waicnnu- tain
senatorial candidate, although
ness.
ON
The members of the committee gave the witness apparently knew nothing
of
such
a
He
earnconspiracy.
explained
every indication of sincerity and
estness, it was evident, ihai the ac- that, two minutes after he bad made
the
arrest. State Chairman Venceslan
cused would have the square deal,
that every doubt would be resolved .TaramiHo had the resignations readv
in their favor and that the bare facts for the four accused to sign, although
and not prejudice are the standards by witness Sena did not know whether
they were written in long hand or on
which they will be judged.
a typewriter.
He also told how Chair- The only witness on the stand yes- iipi.utieo uie accuseu
tenbiv afternoon was Mounted Police- - man
"emiheu mem tor minging
man Apolonlo A. Sena and his testi- the
mony summed up chronologically asj'l'sgrace upon
1" "'ue ami tue Republican
party. In!
re
ri,l i., vesterdav afti moon's Xew reply
to a question whether the man
Mexican, was as follows
who gives a bribe is as guilty as the
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
A. A. Sena's Story.
men who accept it, Witness Sena reI am not well acquainted with the
plied yes, but that he did not arrest
four defendants; In fact, l.nis R. rdon-toy- Elfego Baca because the latter was
I
to
have
one
the
is
spoken
only
the law officers to apprehend
have known him aiding
more casually and
He hesitated when asked
criminals.
I
came to
only the past few days.
he
whether
would have arrested Baca,
the Capital as a delegate to the Re- if the defendants had declared that
remainami
convention
State
publican
they were aiding the law officers to
ed over to await the return of Captain
apprehend a bribe giver.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS,
to
and
Fornoff of the Mounted Police
Llewellyn went, into
hold myself in readiness for any serv- IheRepresentative
question of the duty of the Mounted
a
ice that might be entrusted to me, it
Police and the committee seemed
1
me
to
that
also
intimated
being
lather
to
be
informed
that
surprised
might be needed in connection with at least one mounted policeman had
any matters of corrupt ion that might been detailed as
guardian of the leg
A few
turn up in the legislature.
with islative honor and was kept in Santa
days ago, I had a conversation
Fe to prevent Ihe legislature from beAND
mmmm
Luis R. Montoya, one of the defend01 ing corrupted.
the
in
which
subject
casually,
ants,
The redirect examination by Attorthe Senatorships came up. I told him
that he had better take care, that ney Wright .1.was brief. After it, RepU". Mullens made a brief
Now Under the Same Manaemen
there were rumors that a certain can- resentative
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
didate would be buying up legislators, but forceful plea to the com mil tee not
that it does not look well for the de- to drag in the name of any senatorial The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
fendant to take supper or breakfast candidate who had no connection with
The
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
at that candidate's house. Monloya the matter under investigation.
commit tee agreed with him, and adin
the
candidate
that
tpiesiion
replied
THOS. DORAN
had never mentioned the Senatorship. journment was taken until this after- Large Sample Rooms.
and that he, Montoya. had not been noon, when the defendants will put in
offend any bribe, much less accepted their answer which will allege a conone. On Monday evening, March IS, spiracy to deprive them of their seats
in the House, and will include a de
I was going to the moving picture
show when accosted by .lose D. Sena nial of the charges that they solicited
furwho told me that I was wanted by or accepted a bribe. All four men
nished the $2,ouo bail, fixed by .ludge
Elfego Baca and would be needed to David J.
Leahy last evening and were
make some arrests at the Palace hotel. I did not know what it was about set at liberty.
&
or what the plan was but went to the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Palace hotel where I met Elfego Baca,
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
Venceslao .laramillo, Charles SpringTablets.
Druggists refund money if
er, and went to one of the rooms with
G. LIFE HERRERA,
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig 222 Sail Francisco Street
::
::
Prop
Elfego Baca who explained to me the nature is on each box. 25c.
of
witn
the plan and arranged
purpose
me that when he clapped his hands to
step out of a bathroom that connected
the room in which we were, with room
g:
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sweat shops six

Coronado Restaurant

months before the latest style plates
are published, when you can get a
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Short Orders run Day

our store right here. Bring
us a sample of any $35.00 or $40.00
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ALVAN

N. WHTE,

EX-
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14,

in which

the defendants were

Night.

Regular Meals 25c.

ar-

With .lose D. Sena and
Venceslao .laramillo I hid in the bath7
room, the door to room 44 being partially open. I overheard the conversation but was able to distinguish only
the voice of Elfego Baca who spoke
S.tr
more loudly so that
might understand. But I heard the four accused
offer to vote for any man, Elfego
Baca might designate, but refused to
make an agreement to vote for two
7dv f
candidates that Baca might ask them
ho vote for. Mr. Baca then handed
over the money and clapped his hands,
i - A"
and I stepped into the room and demanded the defendants to deliver the
had no gun in my
money to me.
hand but a gun was in my pocket and
the hilt, probably, was visible. One
'A11 v.
defendant, said he did not have the
told him to get up from the
money.
on which he was sitting and found
bed
DR. C. M. LGHT,
the
under the cover beneath
President of State Normal School at the money
spot on which he had been sitting.
Silver City.
Lucero emptied his pockets but later
we .learned that a twenty dollar gold
piece was massing. It was Anally
found in Lucero's vest pocket and he
explained it by saying that he had been
so scared when I stepped into the
room, that with the money in his
hands he reached for the pocket in
which he was accustomed to carry a
little toy pistol. All four men appeared
to be penitent. Lucero asked the par
don of State Chairman Venceslao Jaramillo and offered to let Jaramillo
cut out his heart if .laramillo desired
Another defendant ascribed his predicament to bad luck, another to ignor
ance, and the fourth did not finite

rested later.
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LADIES, do not forget that
we will have our COMPLETE STOCK
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display.
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Glossner, 24 Ontario St., Rochester, N. Y., has recovered from a long
and severe attack of kidney trouble,
his cure being due to Foley Kidney
Pills. After detailing his case, he
says: "I am only sorry I did not learn
sooner of Foley Kidney Pills. In a
few day's time my backache completely left me and I felt greatly improved-My kidneys became
stronger,
dizzy
spells left me and I was no longer annoyed at night. I feel 100 per cent
better since using Foley Kidney Pills.'
Sold by all arufglsts.
C. A;
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quiet President of Normal University at
East Las Vegas.

How can they help it And the
j! beauty of it all is that they look
better on your own foot than
they do in the picture or in the
I window.
They are Pingree- I Made Shoes of course. In fit ij'
are Perfection. In style and
daintiness of outline and fabric
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MARKET REPORT.
Closing Quotations.
New York. March 2'.. Call money
2
Silver
Prime paper 4X1
158
Mexican dollars 47; Copper 14.- l5014.75; Tin 4242.15; Lead 4.20
4.30; Amalgamated 77; Sugar 1271-2- ;
Atchison. 108: Great Northern 1331-4- ;
New York Central 1131-2- ;
Northern
Pacific 122; Reading 158
Southern
Pacific 1111-2- ;
Union Pacific 169
Steel 67
Steel, pfd. 113.
St. Louis, Mo., March 21. Lead
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I Mb SOLUTION.
It will take at least $100,000 additional revenue to give every school
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
district of New Mexico a five months
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
term of school, as the constitution deOldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
mands. There is an alternative and
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
that is the adoption of the county unit
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every system, which will mean not oniy
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
economy but efficiency; which will
Arouses
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
mean that every poor
Anger of Drug Labor Situation Causes Grave
Circulation
Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
Larger
boy and girl, in the remotest disConcern Among English
Representatives at Pure
a Year.
tricts, may have within his reach, a
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Food
FRANK P. STURGES
Board
Legislators
Meeting
grammar and high school education as
Editor and President.
Vice President.
igood as that given the wealthiest An
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
boy and girl in the largest
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
city of the United States. The boy or "MANUFACTURERS OF POISON'
girl graduating, from the rural high
Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
school has an equal chance to secure!
the good things of life with the city Thus Designates Opium Sellers Statesmen of United Kingdom
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
six
Daily,
months, by mail.
.$3.50
high school graduate, but the boy or
and Adds to Unpopularity in
Declare Country Faces
Daily, per week by carrier
. l.t)0
girl who goes to the old poverty strickGreatest Crisis.
Certain
Wek1
Quarters.
'
.
2.00
rer
en
year....
district
primary school has not.
65
mviy, per month', by mail
. .50 There is no more pressing problem
7.00 WMy. per quarter.
Daily, per year, by mail
facing the people of New Mexico, and (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexienaj tBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
s
toLondon, March 21. The gravity cf
the
Washington, D. C, March 21. Dr.
especially
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
day, and there can be no clearer and Harvey Wiley, appearing as a private Great Britain's national peril arising
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to more direct solution offered than the citizen before the Pure Food Board in from the labor strike, which Arthur J.
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation county unit school system. Are the an advocacy of a regulation guarding Balfour, the Unionist statesman, charamong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
legislators mere politicians or pa- very strictly the use and sale of opium, acterized as passing in magnitude anyhad heretofora
g thing that this country
triots; are they here to preserve a morphine, cocaine, and other
thousand little school districts with
arugs, aroused the anger of experienced, was reflected in the tense
their 3,000 rural school directors, or drug representatives by referring to atmosphere of the House of Commons
are they here to give the people the them as "dopers." A heated argument today when the minimum wage bill
very best legislation that wisdom dic- ensued and for a moment it looked as came up for second reading. The
THE RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE TO eration of wise tariff laws, may better tates?
if blows might be passed. Dr. Wiley House had not been so crowded for
was packed.
bf trusted to the party which for half
RULE.
finally consented to withdraw the years. Every gallery
moved
Premier
Asquith
formally
8 c,entury nas favored protection, than THIRD
BALLOT
FOR
would
said
still
SENATOR.
he
term "dopers," but
under
That is the catchy nhrase
i
i
of the bill and
n.n
'
second
ik
the
.i
reading
w
iiu
iutr
SHIP BROUGHT NO RESULTS, insist on calling them "manufacturers
any uiemsfivira
ujsui gems
which Theodore Roosevelt last even- with Democrats
then yielded the floor to Mr. Balfour,
as in the case of the
of poison."
who moved its rejection.
the
under
an
address
ing delivered
sugar schedule to defeat it. They
(Continued Vrom rage One.)
"is
"For
he
what you
added,
that,"
"The country," said Mr. Balfour,
auspices of the Civic Forum. Roose- are mindful of the fact that President
yourselves are willing to have called "has never before been faced with a
velt has the editorial ability of se- Taft has enforced the Sherman law
Francisco
Quintana,
Mills, Fall.
these drugs and preparations contain- crisis such as this. We are
witnessing
Rogers, W. E. Jones, Martinez.
lecting a catchy phrase to head his with which his predecessor tampered
ing them."
the new, strange and portentious specSanchez, Bias Mills. Jack Fall.
speeches or his articles, a phrase tnat witn every question of foreign or
tacle of a single organization, acting
Skidmore, J. R. Fall, Mills.
that the intellectuals would call a domestic nolicy with which it became
and conspiracy that had been existing within its legal powers,
threatening to
bromide'' but which appeals to the his duty to deal he has dealt wisely
Smith, S. J. Jones, Martinez.
them for some days prior paralyze the whole trade of the counagainst
triteof
its
common geezer because
Toombs, Oscar T. Mills, Fall.
and successfully, that his renomina- thereto, to prevent them from exer- try."
Tripp, George W. Mills, Fall.
ness, and because it is something tjon and reflection will be to the
Mr. Balfour said he recognized the
cising the right of voting for a candiTrujillo, Julian Not voting.
every one will accept just as a t?rest of aI1 tne p60piej an(j tnat Roos.
date or candidates of their choice, for earnestness of Premier Asquith's efMarH.
Tucker,
a
George
Jones,
mathematician WM accept corollary. evet insurgency, with its center of
U. S. Senators, that several of the forts, but declared:
No one is disputing the right of the unwise zealots, its circumference of tinez.
"There never has been a graver case
parties in said combination and conTully, James V. Jaffa, Fall.
people to rule and therefore Colonel unscrupulous plunderers, its disregard
spiracy to injure the accused were ! of the government deceiving itself
Antonio
D.
Vargas,
Andrews,
on
safe
Roosevelt is
ground of 8talwart principles, and its morbid
perfectly
present when the accused were ar- and deceiving the House of Commons."
Prince.
in making that his rallying cry.'
of platitudes and phrases,
mouthing
rested as aforesaid and some of saiff
A.
Hunger Marches.
John
Young,
Fall, Andrews.
Colonel Roosevelt in his speech de- - nas n0 permanent place and can
Mr. Speaker Fall, Andrews.
parties were themselves candidates
is thought that unless something
It
initiathe
and
referendum
fends the
athieve no permanent place in the
for U. S. Senators, and had solicited is done quickly to bring the crisis to
The Bribery Investigation.
That is hardly a heroic attitude itics of the nation.
the
votes, of the accused for said of an end "hunger marches" such as that
M.
Chairman
C.
at
de Baca presided
at this late day. Those men who
which took place last night in the fishthn third session this afternoon of the fice, with but. one exception.
those
advocated
prinfifty years ago
The accused aver that they were not ing town of Grimsby, when 300 starvHouse
committee
the
NEW
RULES
FOR
THE
GAME.
investigating
ciples possessed a sublime courage of
charges against Representa- favorable to the election of either one ing men marched to the town hall and
convictions, but today, when practi
Righteous indignation and anger bribery
tives Lueero, Montoya, Cordova and of said candidates as U. S. Senator, begged for relief will become a comare
one
of
initiative
the
the
of
the
keynotes
accept
expressions
cally every
Trujillo. The hall was crowded with and they charge that had they been mon sight all over the country.
in
and referendum in theory if not in the New Mexican's exchanges
In towns of the kingdom, people are
favorable to the election of them, no
spectators.
practice, it takes no grit to stand at speaking of the bribery accusations
W. Prichard for complaint would have been made awaiting the action of the House ol
Attorney
George
the street corners and proclaim them. against four members of the House. the defense read the answer of the de- against the accused. That at the time Commons tonight. Trouble will beNew Mexico has had some form of Regret and pity dominate others who fendants to the
of said arrest they were charged by gin, however, when the bill reaches
charges, as follows:
the initiative and referendum for half are a little closer o the situation
In the matter of the charges
one of said candidates, as being the committee stage at which period
against
a century. The only question is how than the newspapers at some dis- Manuel Cordova, J. P.
Luis R. friendly to another candidate for U. the members of the labor party will
Lucero,
far to extend the principle, and wheth- tance. The remark of Attorney Motonya and Julian
propose the amendments on whose
Trujillo, members S. Senator, and were also charged
er it is wise to apply it to every con- Wright yesterday afternoon when he of the First Legislature
of the State with receiving money from said can- adoption they insist. There is anothdition, to every legislative proposi- summed up the warning given one of of New Mexico before the Investigat- didate under a promise from them er danger. The Unionists under the
the men before he entered
tion.
the al- ing Committee of the House to consid- that they would vote lor said candi- leadership of Mr. Balfour have condemned the principle of the minimum
There is no clarion call in this ad- leged trap, comes nearest summing er said charges.
date, which charge the accused then wage
bill, the House of Lords possibly
dress, there is no new proposition to up the situation: "The game is not
Now come the said Manuel Cordova, and there denies, and still denies.
will take the same stand and refuse to
solve present industrial difficulties, being played under the old rules.-- '
J. P. Lucero, Luis R. Montoya and
The accused deny that they have consent to
its passage.
It seems like an admission, that Julian
Its most characteristic phrase is "I am
Trujillo, and for answer to the promised any candidate for U. S. Sennot leading this fight as a matter of heretofore "the old rules of the
several charges made against them in ator at any time, to vote for him. for
I am leading be- - cal game" were generally accepted at the
pleasure.
complain herein, deny each and any money consideration, or other con gave a clear, detailed story of the hapSanta
as
cause somebody must lead, or else the
Fe,
they have been accepted every material allegatio thenreof.
sideration of value, suite they were penings of Saturday, March 16, when,
in too many other Capitals.
It is not
fight would not be made at all."
And for further answer herein they elected members of the House of Rep- he alleged, the four defendants called
on Judge A. B. Fall at' the Palace hoAh, how fortunate to be born to a question of race or of party, but of say that on the ISth of March
1912, resentatives.
tel. One of the defendants, he alleged,
leadership. The divine human nature, of low civic ideals, of without any
Th
accused
aver
further
that
on their
they
right of kings is nothing compared ' partisanship that says: "My party part, they were at the Palace Hotel were on the night of March 18th, 1912, asked directly for money; that the defendants complained that their elecwith it. "Unless I am the leader right or wrong, always my party." in the
city of Santa Fe, that their placed under arrest by the said A. A. tion cost them money and that
they
through the Red Sea the entire nation Even the funny papers, that in their meeting at said
a
member
of
Sena,
the
mounted
was
poacplace
purely
should be reimbursed for their outwill perish in the thraldom of the bells and caps give coinage to many
lice of this state, and while they
two
that
of
cidental,
the
accused,
lay; that Lucero
that the
im- n true saying, are
Colossal egotism,
Pharaohs."
always poking
J. P. Lucero and Julian Tru- were under said arrest and were in four defendants proposed
would be willing to
fun at legislators, taking it for grant- namely,
perishable gall.
jillo before going to said Hotel, had great fear of bodily injury being done vote once for Baca's candidate for
r
is out been at the office of
"Roosevelt," says a writer in an ee' that the average
the Speaker of to them, they were forced by the par- $500; that a second defendant proposeastern periodical, "has shown insur- for personal profit whether it be for the House of
to at- ties present, some of whom were can- ed that they would vote twice for that
gency to be a movement without official emoluments, for prestige, for tend a caucus, Representatives
that
few didates for U. S. Senators as afore- sum and would stay with the candibut
finding
creed, philosophy or programme, ex party advantage or for the gold and people present at said
let said, to sign resignations of their date to the end for $5,000 for the
office,
they
pressing nothing but uneasiness, inar- - silver. It is no wonder, that men the same to seek other members of membership to said House of Repre- bunch.
ticulate, uncritical by itself. It is a . should come to Santa Fe with the the legislature, to
When Baca rebuked them and told
bring them to said sentatives, which resignations in
movement that must fall to pieces at idea that here is their opportunity to caucus;
of the conspiracy of afore- them that a Senator gets only $7,500
that
while the accused were
make a good, if not an honest dollar. at
the first real shock."
said hotel, one Elfego Baca ap- said against them had been prepared a year and his living expenses are
The advocates of the insurgent cult This does not extenuate the crime
and said to the ac- before the circumstances above re- high, Lucero replied that Senators
proached
are gifted in the coining of deceptive nor the fault, yet, those who have cused thatthem,
he desired to speak with ferred to occurred, and before said ar- made $50,000 at a whack, on such matbeen
in
the game under the
engaged
phrases with which they seek to bethem, and then there invited them to rest was made. That after they were ters as the sugar question, for inguile the unthinking. They sound the old rule should be very careful as to go to a room
upstairs with him; that forced to sign said resignations as stance.
Baca again pointed out to defendhewgag, sing the Marseillaise and the stones that they hurl at the poor the accused not
knowing the business aforesaid, they were delivered by the
dance the Carmagnole up and down devils who are caught in a new net. of said
said mounted police to the jailer of ants their disgrace and the penalty,
rewith
riaca,
his
complied
the land. They assert robustiously No wonder a veteran legislator said quest and
and said he would inform National
accompanied him to room the county of Santa Fe, and were by
that the issue is between the pro- only recently: "These men, if guilty, 44 in said hotel.
Solomon Luna who
said jailer incarcerated in the com- Committeeman
gressives and the standpatters, be- should be punished to the full extent
That on their way to said room mon jail of said county, and there im- had left town however. Baca .then
of
the law, but more because of the there was
asked H. O. Bursum for advice,' and
tween the people and the wicked inno intimation by the said prisoned, detained and confined
for
terests, between popular rights and example that will mark the turning of Baca as to his business with the ac- two nights, and the greater part of the latter suggested that one of the
special privilege, between oppressed a new leaf in legislative history, cused. That when
two days without any charge being men be arrested and be made an exthey entered said
of.
than because of their personal culpa- room no one
labor and loathsome capitalism.
was there, that after they preferred against them in the courts of ample
On Monday, two of the defendants,
before he flopped, declared that bility. I have no patience with the
Baca inquired of the this state, and were denied the privi- at the Palace
entered, the
sanctimoniousness
hotel, told- - Baca that
of accused as tosaid,
the contest was between Taft and re- simulated
whether they intended leges of attending the sessions of the some one else would
those
now
who
hold
up their hands in to vote for a certain
action and La Follette and progress
give them the
House
of
Representatives of this state,
candidate for U.
if he would not talk business.
He asserted that he was for humani- holy horror, who sweep their skirts S. Senator, to which two
to discharge their duties as members money
acof
the
Mr.
Baca then went up to a room
of said House during the whole of said
ty against property and that "insurg- aside so that they might, not touch cused made the reply that
where Solomon Luna. Charts
they exency was identined with the destiny the accused legislators, and who nev- - pected to vote for said
time.
er, Jose D.
candidate, as
Venceslao Jaramillo
ertheless.have been playing the game
of mankind."
That while the accused were so il- ana Charles Sena.
they had come to Santa Fe with that
A. Spiess asked Baca for
under
the
old
for
twenty-frules
the
is
not
past
allied
to destiny.
Insurgency
intention.
legally incarcerated in said jail as an affidavit that it
or thirty years."
might be presented
It has degenerated into the merest ive
The said Baca also requested the aforesaid the said jailer without war- to the House and the
four
After
all, the effect of the entire ep- accused to cast
scuffle for office, and its principles
rant
or
their votes for any
authority of law, and in an il- expelled. Mr. Jaramillo said- - "T hBin.
are an incoherent and unassimilating isode is bound to be wholesome event- one he might name for U. S.
Senators, legal manner refused to deliver the ed to elect these two men, but somejumble. La Follette is for the enforce- ually, if for no other reason than to to which request none of the accused accused to the sergeant of arms of the thing must be done tn etnn fhlo env(
ment of the Sherman act. Roosevelt clarify the atmosphere and to make agreed, that thereupon the said Baca present House of
Representatives, aft- of a thing, even' if it does hurt the
wants to have it repealed. Roosevelt doubly certain that the game can no said that he had money in his
er said Sergeant of Arms had applied
Mr t nn
pocket,
iz for popular reversal of supreme longer be played in Santa Fe under and did not know what to do with
the others were of the same mind and
said t said jailer, at said jail and demandold
the
rules.
ed of said jailer the.
court decisions on constitutional quesmoney.
delivery of tlie a plan was laid tn mtnh fh
j
tions. La Follette favors amendment
The accused aver that they made no accused under the order and direction the details were arranged
accordingly
of constitutions, but not their destruc- DEADLOCK SHOULD BE BROKEN promise to the said Baca that
of said House of
Representatives, and and carried out as aiready related by
they
tion. Intrigue, denouncing,
NOW.
announcwould vote for any particular candi- the said jailer continued to incarcerate wnness A. A. Sena yesterday aftr.
noon.
the the accused in said jail
ing and "a charter of spite and pique
Next week two United States Sen- date for U. S. Senator, nor did they
jor more
The name of another senatorial canand demagogy," is the menu which in- ators from Arizona will be on their
from the said Baca any money than eighteen hours alter said demand
surgency offers to the public taste.
way to Washington, D. C. Both will to vote for any particular candidate, was made by said Sergeant of Arms didate was brontrht intn ,
The initiative, the referendum, the be out and out Democrats of the most nor did they agree to vote for
under the authority aforesaid, and in indirectly by Mr. Baca's testimony.
any
Mr. Baca was then
recall, the direct primary and other radical kind. According to the rules candidate that the said Baca might violation of the constitution of the
questionedjij
theories of government have been of the political game, two stalwart name, although the said Baca was United States and the constitution and member of the committee.
Mr.
Wright stated that the blank
grafted into our laws. Many stalwart Republican Senators should be at the very solicitous that they should .so aws of this state.
The accused therefore ask this lesignauons had been
beRepublicans voted for these measures. National Capital to offset their vote promise, and then and there to the
forehand.
Nobody now proposes to remove them on the tariff schedules and other im- surprise of the accused draw from his committee to thoroughly
investigate
Mr. Baca snlrt that
"i- tucf c WAS
no
from the land. But because they are portant legislation.
It is up to the pocket a certain amount of money and all of the matters and things above alor weapons of
any kind.
being adopted it does not in the least Republicans of the legislature to see exhibited the same to the accused and leged and set forth, and to particularly "Piay
v,c
Attorney- Prichnrrt vuu
n CAaur
follow that those who favored them to it that the Senatorial deadlock is placed the same on a table in said investigate the charge of the exist-ancned Baca. Mr. Baca was not shaken
of a combination and the
are entitled to make political pariahs broken at once. The most reasonable room and began to count the same,
n
his testimony. There were
conspirof those who opposed them, or to ex- way to get together, it seems, is to and to divide said money In four acy for the purpose of making
clashes, keen
charges
clude from participation in public af- hold a caucus and there freely discuss equal parts and insisted that the ac- against these accused, and to investi- occasional
sarcasm and wit followed
fairs those who are indisposed to cry and eventually decide whom the Re- cused, and each of them should re- gate the right of the said above named
gusts or laughter at some particuadvo- publicans will vote for to represent ceive said money which the
hosanna to their
and
the
parties,
said
mounted police larly brilliant or humorous
accused
parry.
and the jailer of said county to
them in the Senate. The personalty aver they did not receive.
cates.
arrest
state Chairman Vencesof
two
these
That after the said Baca
men is important, and
Republicans of the Old Guard are
was imprison and detain the accused in the lao Jaramillo was swnm a a
" n.iucqg
not necessarily well stricken in years. still more important that they can through counting said money, and county jail and deprive them of their after Elfego
Baca, the prosecuting
They may have been born after the be depended upon to carry out the had been talking in a loud voice, insist- ngnts to their seats m said House ol witness had been cnnrlnHori
ti
Republican party had accomplished wishes of the Republican voters and ing upon the accused voting for the Representatives, under the constitu- lated that after
of
the
hearing
report
U.
S. Senator or Senators that
its task of preserving the Union, de- that they will stand steadfast whenthat the four defendants had solicited
he tion of the United States, and the
of the United btates, and the a bribe, he called a
stroying Blayery and lifting the South ever Republican principles are at might direct and instruct them to vote
meeting of the Re- ifrom desolation into prosperity. They stake. Every member of the legisla- for, he the said Baca made a
signal constitution and laws of this state, puoucan txecutive Committee to dismay be young women and men, who, ture has had his chance to vote for by clapping his hands, and there up- and to take such action in the prem- cuss the report. Mr. Jaramillo
was be.
with hope in their hearts and the sun- a favorite son of his section, or a fa- on several other parties entered said ises as the honor the dignity and the ing examined as
the New Mexican
shine in their faces, are climbing the vorite friend, but now is the time to room and these accused were then and independence of the House of Repre- went to
press.
uplands of life. But they comprehend yield to tfie wishes of the majority there arrested by one A. A. Sena, a sentatives of this state demand, and
and believe in the principles of the and help select the very best men, ir- member of the mounted police of this that the accused be acquitted of anv BIG DIVIDENDS
FOR party of Lincoln, and Seward, and respective of geographical or other state.
wrong doing in'the .premies
STANDARD .OIL STrtCK
Summer. They consider that the pol- considerations except that they be
The accused charge that their arrest
Jhe answer was sworn to by the (By Special Leased Wire ilf Hew Mexican!
r.ew York. March 21. The Stan.
icy of protection to the industries of fit men personally and that they are under the circumstances above nt four defendants"
forth was the result of a combination
the nation, through the continued op- - truo Republicans.
Elfego Baca was then sworn . and ard Oil Company of Jndifmfc .today de- -

SftS

DOPE

JOHN

DOCTOR WILE!

Spanish-America-

.i

BULL

IS FRIGHTENED

n

r.

Spanish-American-

habit-formin-

i
:

Fe, N. M.
Any person who Cesires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,,
or who knows of ar.y substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Depaiunent why such
proof should not be allowed will b
given an opportunity at the above-- I
e
time and place to
mentioned
The "Child's Welfare" movement
the witnesses of said claimant,
has chal.enged the attention ' of
and to offer evidence in rebuttal it
thoughtful people everywhere. Moth- that submitted by claimant.
ers are natural supporters, and will
MANUEL R. OTERO,
find in Foley's Honey and Tar ComRegister.
most
valuable aid. Coughs
pound a
and colds that unchecked lead to
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
C.
quickly to theshealing and soothing
qualities, of Foley's.. Hone, and . Tar
Compound. . For sale by all druggists.

clared a stock dividend of 2,900 per
cent, payable to stock of record, April
1.
This action follows a recent increase in company's capital stock
from $1,000,000 to $30,000,000, the additional $29,000,000 being given to
shareholders as a stock dividend.

Buff Orpingtons

S.

EGOS FOR HATCHING.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior
United Stater Land Office.
13
Santa Fe, N. M., March 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the
claimant has filed noCHAS. A. WHEELON,
tice of his intention to make fiual
proof in support of his claim under
315 Palace Ave
sections 16 and 17 of the' act.' of Phone Red 204.
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act of Februavy 21,
1893 ( 27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be irade before The Register and Receiver at Santa Fe, New Makes Men's Fine

$1.50

Eggs

GRIFFITH

Dress Shoes

Mexico, on April 16, 1912, viz: Damian
Montoya, for the tract lying in section
3, T. 17 N, R. 10 E., N. M. P. M.
He names the tollowing witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz: Rafael
Bernardo Romero,
Francisco
Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa

Vkhver

!I).6rffitSh(CaW

Jf SHOE

MANUFACTURERS

!

Mon-toy-

;

j

When You Want Any

j

j
i

3ur $4 Shoe Equals Any
3ther $5 Shoe Made

to Order, Screen Doors or
Windows, Glazing Done,
or any General House Re- -.
pairing, Tar and Gravel

WE "VAKRAVT THEM

TwOf

;

7,

$2.50 up.

.

MANSFIELD Boys'
Shop Opposite Montezuma Hotel.

B. TONNIES.

-

TH- E-

Shoes from $1.50 up.

Call and see my line before
making your purchase.

THE CARPENTER
Burch Awning , the Best Awning Made

4 t

PAIR HAS THIS

FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from

,
-

Roofing, see

ALSO AGENT FOR

EVERY

Sir" Griffith's

Furniture Made

Mission

pol-tiv-

?

Oak or Maple Floor Laid,
or ' Furniture Repaired,

204 West Palace Avenue.

j

,

ELK'S THEATRE

politi-aestheti- c

''

d

i

Thursday, March 28
THE BIGGEST SUCCESS

EVER

SEEN IN SANTA FE

;

e

Pin-cho- t,

.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST
MUSICAL TRIUMPH

MADAME

BERRY
AN

CAST OF CELEBRITIES, MOST CHARMING
CHORUS, MASSIVE PRODUCTION

ALL-STA- R

"Every Little Movement Has a Meaning All Its Own"
SEATS READY MONDAY.

PRICES, $1.50, $2.00

BOXES, $2.50.

Rm-inf-

apanisn-Amerieans-

Why Wait?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
E. LAS VEGAS,

NEW MEXICO.

-

Accurate Work

-

-

Quick Returns

l

y

!

e

bril-lia-

j

ADDISON HALL

hall

:

loud-voice- d

nrn.

Y

HALL & HALL,
LIFE

ACCIDENT

HEALTH

LIABILITY

INSURANCE

FIDELITY AND SURETY BONDS
Let U Explain To You.
The Famous "Self Sustaining Life Insurance Policy"
WRITTEN BY
THE RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY OF PITTSBURG, PFNN.
in lime of need."

"A Reliance Policy, indeed, is truly a reliance
GENERAL AGENTS

Room

21

j

HALili--

HALL.

GENERAL AGENTS

Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

THURSDAY,

MARCH

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. II.

21, 1912.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

returned from AVatrous, where they
attended the funeral of Pablo Baca,
father of Mrs. Valdez.

PERSONAL MENTION

Dr. E. McQueen Gray of

CAPITAL $50,000 00

PAGE FIVE

MRS. LINDHART

nr r.nnn CMAiir.ii
UVUi LHUtUll
FOR US!

Albuquer-qu- e

president of the University of
Thomas S. Dozier of Espanola, is in
New
Mexico, was an arrival on last
the Capital for a few days.
.Mrs. Adine T. Owen of El Paso, evening's train from the south.
Will B. Prince rode into the city
Texas, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank
this afternoon on horseback from the
Owen.
He
W. L. Kendall, a well known citizen Sunshine Ranch near Espanola.
of Hillsboro, Sierra county, is in the will be in the city a day or tw.o.
Don E. Cameron, special agent for1 1
Capital.
Your
Solicited
M. M. Padgett, editor of the Las the A., T. & S. F. railroad at El Paso,
'
Vegas Optic,- returned to his home returned to his headquarters after
i
:
tlifa morning
spending several days in Santa Fe. the United States, Great. Britain, Ger--!
,
. B. LAUGHLIN. President
H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
A. B. McGaffey, president of the San-tSummers Burkhart, the attorney of
many, France, Russia, and Japan, deBarbara Pole and Tie Company, ar-- I cided today to obtain from President
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
;
:)f
Albuquerque, returned to Jiis hpme
rived in the city last evening from his Yuan Shi Kai, a definite statement as
last evening. '
Dr. F, . Blackm.ar, of Espanolai re- home in , AlcuqucKiue. He is at the to Chinese financial policy, with a
turned .to his home after transacting Montezuma.
guarantee of good faith, before proJ." N." Sisneros.
chairman
of the ceeding to make further loans.
business here'.
Judge and Mrs. Alford W. Cooley of hoard of school directors at Chamita.
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903.
Silver City are visitors in the Capital returned home today after visiting his JUAREZ, MEXICO, RACING
son at St. Michael's college. He is a
ENTRIES FOR TOMORROW.
for a few days.
well known sheepman and rancher,
(By Special Lcised Wire to Now 5!xican
.
T.
Medley and G. O. Ows:ey ot
President Collier of the San Diego
Juarez, Mex., March 21. First race!
Magdalena, are Socorro county visitExposition received word this morn-- ! purse, two year old, four furlongs,
ors in the Capital.
that a committee appointed by the Pat Gannon. 100; Blue Jay, 10"; Pala-- j
John C. Lewis, of the staff of the ing
Colorado legislature has recommend-- i table, El Palomar, 110; Inquieta, US;
a
is
Albuquerque
Morning Journal,
ed the construction of a state building Michael Rice, 103.
guest at the Palace.
the San
celebration.
Second race, selling six furlongs.
Register of the Land Office E. V. a' Professor J. W. Prout
of Denver, Lavender Lass 90; Crow Robb, infi;
Fox of Clayton, Union county, is look
Colorado, is in the city for a few' Rosey Posey, 1H7; Juarez, 109; Minno-- ,
ing on in legislative halls.
Autumn Rose, 110; Pleasing,;
N. Salmon, a well known merchant
taking in tne attractions of this
of Santa Fe, is a visitor in the city to-- sction. He has just returned from a Tom Franks, Gramercy, St. Joe, El
'
tr'l t0 the southern part of the state Molino, Judge Cabiness, Balella, 112;
day. Albuquerque Journal.
115.
V. M. Woodv. the staee owner of and expects to go to Durango soon. High Range, Traveller,
Third
one
mile. X
race,
is
a
Professor
selling,
Prout
mining
aftgeologist,
Glenwoody, departed for his home
Rod Waggoner, press agent of the Defy, $5; Lily Paxton, Chess, The
er transacting business here.
Bailiff's Daughter, Dottie B, 104; HereW. D. Shea left the city this after- "Madam Sherry" Company, is in the
noon for Estancia where he will be ab- city today completing arrangements tic, Velsini, lOfi; Keep Moving, Nila.
109;
for the appearance of the well known Zahra, 10S; Spalding,
Pedro,
sent a few days on business.
Charles Green, Yankee Pooh, 110;
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of musical comedy which will be seen at
Kiddy Lee, 113.
the University of New Mexico, wa3 the Elks' theater on March 2S. When
seen at the Montezuma hotel this
Fourth race, Purse, five and
f
an arrival in the Capital last evening.
he declared the show would furlongs.
Batwa, H; Cluny, !!;
M. L. English, in charge of the Ortiz morning
be a good one.
bold, 101; Jack Paine, 102; Salali, De- mine grant at Dolores and O. F.
Archbishop J. B. Pitival, of the laney, 106; Flying Wolf, 109; Nimbus,
the Cerrillos mining man, are in Catholic
archdiocese of New Mexico. J. H. Robinson, 110; R. H. Reed, 113.
town.
Fifth race, selling, six furlongs. Dej
who is making an official visitation to
Colored Repps, 30c
New
Shades.
50c,
Assistant County Clerk E. H. Sweet
county Cesarion, 92; X Gus Hartridge, 96;
of Socorro was a pleasant caller at Albuquerque and Bernalillo
Lady Tend!, 103; Kid North, 105;,
the New Mexican office yesterday af- parishes, yesterday visited the United Jeanne
French Ginghams, 25c, All New Colorings.
D'Arc, 106: Doc Allen. John II.
States Indian Industrial school, where
ternoon.
Hidden Hand, Fundamental,!
J. A. MacDonald, the merchant of he addressed the several hundred In- Sheehan,
108; Lady Stalwart, 111;
French Tissues, 25c, All New Colorings.
Meddling'
dian
While
at
school
the
he
pupils.
Kelly, Socorro county, arrived in the
Hannah, 113.
Capital yesterday and registered at was the guest of Superintendent Rett-Sixth race, selling, one mile. Thistle
ben Perry and P. T. Lonergan,
s
the Palace.
the
and Flouncings.
Embroideries,
Rose, SS; X Robert A. Booger Battle.
latter
of
Indian
congressman George Curry expects
superintendent
day 98; Bob
Farley, 101; Maniac, 104;
to leave for Washington, D. C, this schools. Albuquerque Journal.
Laymister, Lotta Creed, 106:
evening after a two weeks' visit in
107; Wicket,
Zulu, Hannis, Little
INDIANA DEMOCRACY
the Capital.
Marchmont, Fred Mulholland, 108.
DECLARES FOR MARSHALL.
The Fifteen Club will meet at 2:15
X Apprentice allowance.
?Ppclal Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)
o'clock tomorrow, afternon at the res- idence of Mrs. Boyle. Miss Massie
Indianapolis, Ind., March 21. The1
P. O. Box, 219.
Phone 36
HOME RULE
will preside.
thirty delegates from Indiana to the IRISH
IB
HAS NOT BEEN DRAFTED.
Democratic
national
were
convention
M. L. Fox, managing editor of the
in the platform adopted by, (Ry Special Ltustd Wire to New Mexican)
Albuquerque Morning Journal, arrived
London, March 21 That the home
in the city last evening and is a guest the state convention today to present!
t0 that Dody tne name of Governor rule bill has not been drafted is eviat the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Peterson and son1 Thomas R. Marshall, as "the first and dent from the fact that the irish leadof Denver, are in the Cam'tal. Mr. only choice of the Democracy of In-- : ers were called into consultation with
Peterson is a newspaperman and com- diana for the nomination of president.'' the cabinet concerning the details.
The convention chose as delegates; The meeting was secret.
piler of books.
It later leaked out that John Redconvention
Mr. and Mrs. Zacarias Valdez have at large to the national
.
ij, unu j.iriija iiiui mond and T. P. O'Connor had spent
' G.
f
Shiveley, National Committeeman, two and
hours in Premier
MaSSaffinsr !Thomas Taggart, and G. V. Menzies .: Asquith's official residence in debatThe Insurance and Surety Companies we represent
ruuiciuui luaisuun, who canea tne con- - ing with the premier, Augustine
a
i
v
vention to order as temporary chairthe Irish Secretary and other
are the strongest in the world, and our list of Real Es- - $ viiuupuu), amum ireaimeni.
man, was cheered when he concluded members of the cabinet over the finantate is too large to enumerate.
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness his address. Senator Tfprn tvuc nor.
cial provisios. The difficulties are
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, manent chairman.
Let us explain one of our attractive Life, Health or
understood still to be unsolved.
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
Samuel M. Ralston of Lebanon, was
Policies or show you our list of Real Estate Bargains.
kinds of hair work done.
nominated for governor by acclamaMRS. R. LOPEZ.
tion. The platform
condemns
the
ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS.
343 San Francisco St
ft! Phone 5075
protective tariff and lauds the national House for passing the Sherwood
pension bill.

Does a General Banking

Milliner

Business

25 Palace Avenue

Patronage

Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality materials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In all
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
may serve the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not

-

-

!

d

,

take the place of wool in yout suit.

j

"

India Linens, 10c 12k, 15c, 20c, 25c.
Persian Lawns, 25c, 30c, 35c, 45c.

That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow He knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape all
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
g
CLOTHES. They will not shrink on your back.
TO
THREAD
GUARANTEED
EVERY
and
BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
Prices as cheap
as you are paying for half cotton.
!

j

Diego-Panam- a

'

Nainsooks, I5c, 20c, 25c.

aa-vs-

j

Lyng Cloth, 15c, 20c.

Form-fittin-

-

shape-retainin-

1

j

j

Linaire, 25c, 30c.

g.

j

French Mull, 25c.

A

Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for

A

Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud of

A

Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

A

Suit for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

,

Mercerized Batiste, 25c, 30c.

one-hal-

English Welt, 30c.

Ho-ga-

to

W. N. TOWNSEND

CO.

FOR HONEST PRICES

THE MASTER TAILORS.

j

if

k

All-Over-

Pit-a-P-

SELIGMAN

BROS. COMPANY

SILK DRESSES

J

SURETY

INSURANCE,

I
il!

v.

I

BONDS,

REAL ESTATE, RENTING.

,

one-hal-

I

O.C. WATSON & CO.

S

INSURANCE,

SURETY BONDS,

Red 189.

REAL

ESTATE.

if-

119 San Francisco St.

"4

Manicuring,

ft,:..j,.

I
rt

ANNOUNCEMENT
HAVE just received our Spring Style Book
WE taining
all the Latest and
Fabrics
con-

Up-to-d-

t

il-.-

AND .MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any mere
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::

8

CO

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

The Supreme Luxury
of Coffee Drinking

"CHASE &
SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE
HIGH-GRAD-

J

EWE L R Y
YOU NEVER GO WRONG

E

COFFEE"

ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE

the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.
It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its exIs

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of $
Every Description.
Silverware, Cut Glass, Deco
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

quisite flavor never varies.

San Franciso

ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

Chase

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

66-6-

-

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoffice.

H.

&

Sanborn's Teas.

S. KAUNE

8

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

c19
LL,

2 Hi

C3

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
400,000 Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

j

i.

B. HAYWARD,

JOSEPH
Room

MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

STRICTLY NEW

Write for sample
pages, full par
ticulars, etc.
Name this
paper and
we will

......s

Seven acre tract situate near
No buildings.
Ball Park.

JEST

RECEIVED,

GUM FURNITURE

$100 Reward, $100.
send free
The readers of this paper will be
a set of
pleased to learn that there is at least
Pocket
one dreaded disease that science has
Maps
been able to cure in all its
stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh
Berriam Ce.
being a constitutional
disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. lnW1Csi5Hk1Sjprlngn
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
and giving
disease,
the patient
SPRING MILLINERY
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much MATS, FLOWERS, JHIFFONJ
MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any Also have Crochet Threads, Slipcase that it fails to cure. Send for per Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
list of testimonials.
a fine assortment of Stamped
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Ooods for French and Eyelet EmToledo, Ohio. broidery, etc.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
A.
Southeast of Plaza.

The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

IC.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

NEW GOODS

MISS

I

LAMP-I- TS

i

m

r

JAMES C. McCONVERYjl
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

MUGLER,

ll liUf.ni i

i.in.

Phone. Black 204.

r

r

r

::::

415 Palace Avenue.

'r.rf.re.f
CO

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
are using it. It saves
by having it right where
THE
Our display rooms are
your light bill and

oo

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.

3

You pay for,

A CARLOAD

OF NEW FURNITURE

(2

,

GO.

of City, and would make a fine

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

WOMEN MAY VOTE IN
CHINESE REPUBLIC.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., March 21.
Equal suffrage was granted to the wo-- j
men of China yesterday by the parlia-- j
nient at Nanking, according to a ca-- i
blegram received here
todav.
The
ew law will become offoeHv.
iately. Women voters will be sub
jected to the restrictions as men and
;must be able to read and write and
also be property owners and at least
20 years of age. Yik
Yung Ying, who
has been called the Mrs. Pankhurst of
China, was elected a member of the
parliament yesterday from Canton,
province. Yik is a college graduate.
A Guarantee Asked.
Peking, China, March
21. Repre-- '
ui me nix .ation" group
of bankers, comprising financiers from

1.T

NO PROFIT ON THE

GOODS

DRY

Land in line of development
truck garden or
chicken ranch. Must be turned immediately in
order that estate may be closed. We will quote
BARGAIN PRICE for immediate cash sale.

NEW

j

JULIUS H. GERDES.

COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

ACREAGE

WEBSTER'S

S. KAUNE

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

I3ir-rei- l,

for LADIES'

J

See the Window Display

i

I.Phone,

&

Handsomely made up and of the
latest patterns. See the stylish
material. No trouble to fit you.

on

SAVES

EYES.
you
open for your
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lih E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and bouth.
Stage for Van Hoiiten, X. M., meets trains at Preston, X. M.
'Daily except Saturday.
except Sunday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. ni.
daily except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, X. M for the south at 11:11 p. ni., arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
L. c. WHITE,
G. P. Agent.
G M.,
V.
P.
Superintendent.
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State Wide Prohibition Movement Is Launched by W. C.

TAKE

e
WomarfsTonic

T. U. Leaders.
It was a representative audience
that filled the hall of representatives
last evening at the Capitol to hear
the program given under the aus'iiees

r

The

Maine.

4

1
Mrs. Grace Fortner, of Man, W. Va., took Cardui. Fa
This is what she says about it: "I was so weak and
nervous, I could not bear to have anyone near me. I had
fainting spells, and I lost flesh every day. The first dose
of Cardui helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the 'M
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I
know it saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
Do you suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
Take Cardui. It will help you. Ask your druggist.

of the local organization of the W. C.
T. V. in memory of the late General

Xeal Dow of Portland,

constitution, to a vote of the people.
Let the people decide. Why not?
Abolish saloons, protect the boys,
honor the state, the church, the flag
and God!"
Musical Numbers.
The music which was one of the
most pleasing features of the evening's
program was rendered by Santa Fe's
local artists. The musical interpolations were as follows:
Anthem
By Chorus
Solo "Save the Roy"
Mrs. Allen R. MeCord
Solo "Xinety and Xine"
Mr. Llewellyn Hall
Chorus "White Ribbon Vibration"
Solo
Miss Frances Hinojos
Piano and violin accompanists, Miss
Hazel Sparks and Miss Laura Wood
Chorister
W. C. Wade
Miss Mary McFie
Accompanist
A resolution was adopted thanking
the members of the House of Repre-- I
sentatives for the use of the hall and
the kindly spirit manifested on behalf
of the women of the W. C. T. XT. The
opening invocation was offered by the
Rev. J. M. Shinier and a prayer and
benediction by the Rev. J. W. Heal
closed the meeting.

What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
11 Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
vegetable ingredients. It acts gently on the womanly organs,
and helps them" to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

Representatives

The experience of Motherhood is a
one to most women and marks dis
tinctly an epoch in their lives. Not one
woman in a hundred is prepared or understands how to properly care for herself. Of course nearly every woman
nowadays has medical treatment at
such times, but many approach the
experience with an organism unfitted
for the trial of strength, and when it
is over her system has received a shock
from which it is hard to recover. Following right upon this comes the nervous strain of caring for the child, and
a distinct change in the mother results.
There is nothing more charming than
a happy and healthy mother of children,
and indeed child-birt- h
under the right
conditions need be no hazard to health or
beauty. The unexplainable thing is that,
with all the evidence of shattered nerves
and broken health resulting from an un
prepared condition, and with ample time
in which to prepare, women will persist
in going blindly to the trial
Every woman at this time should rely
upon Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a most valuable tonic and invig-oratof the female organism.
In many homes
once childless there
are now children because of the fact
's
that Lydia E.
1

n

enthusiasm manifested by those present and the earnestness displayed
by the speakers make it morally certain that a warm fight is in prospect
in which the adoption of state wide
or statutory prohibition will be the

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga,
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their chance of winning in life's race?
"I most earnestly appeal to this legislature to submit the question of the
statewide prohibition of the beverage
the
liquor traffic, by so amending
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Resolved, That 't is the sense of
"Passing through Omaha on my way in that condition half unconscious, The parents were not anxious to ai- J. J. Ilurke, Lamar, Colo.
this meeting, assembled for the pur- to New Mexico, I spent one evening from Wednesday afternoon until
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Resolved, That all the men and county in this great state were such of the physicians he recovered. They
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
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J. E. Armstrong, San Cristobal.
The Wst Point of th Southweit"
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so skin trouble we would like to have you
directed
and
was
washed
must
be
Five Year Proof, to establish claim
who
The germs
oui,
about the schoolboy,
is bathed in the tonio which gives life to the blood
the
salves have long awo been found worth- come to our store, for we have had tho
to the land above described,
to write an essay on the subject of less.
Vital fires of the body burn brighter and their increased
before
most
mlvanepd
The
physicians of agency of this remedy for so many
"PINS". He went on to tell of the this country are now agreed on this, and years
The Register and Receiver, U. S.
that we can tell you all about
FROM SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
activity consumes the tissue rubbish which has accumulated
of
a
wash
are
wmtergreen, D.D.D. Prescription and how it cures
prescribing
various uses of pins, and eloquently thvmo!
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexduring the winter.
for eczema eczema. In fact, we are so sure of what
and
other
ingredients
" About forty years asro white in Newark, New
ON SALE DAILY,
closed his essay by saying: 'Pins has, and all other skin diseases. This com- D.D.D. .will do for you that we will bo
ico, on the jith day of April, 1912.
Jersey, 1 had chills
and fever," writes Mk. Michael Maglh-.b- , of National Military Home,
is known as D.D.D. Prescription glad to let you have a $1 bottle on our
saved a great many people's lives by poundEczema.
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,
1
..f
Claimant names as witnesses: Rafa-e- l
Kans.
I went to Kansas City and in the spring of 1877 the chills and
for
that it will cost you nothinr;
is
the
way
fever
Doctors
I tried failed to do me Rood.
not
returned.
and
That
them.'
Dr.
the well known skin spe- guarantee
Holmes,
swallowing
everything
unless vou find that it does the work.
Anas-taciMontoya, Anadeto Contreros,
Low Rates to the Northwest.
Finally I saw Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery advertised. I took
cialist writes: "I am convinced that the For that matter a trial bottle for 25c
peoa
has
saved
many
whiskey
great
one
bottle
of it and the chills vanished.
Pacheco and Macarjo Jimenes,
In about a year afterward
D.D.D. Prescription is as much a specific
to be enough to absolutely prova
SEE ANY SANTA FE AGENT FOU
I felt them confins back bo I got another bottle and have
never had
ple's lives by not swallowing it.
for eczema as quinine for malaria. We ought
tne merits of the, remedy.
ail of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
PAKTICCLARS.
any symptoms of fever or ejrue since. That is all of twenty years ago,
D.D.D. remedy
the
been
linvo
prescribing
admitted
so
are
"Alcoholic
DroD into our store snvwav and w
for I had the chills about twelve yuan before I started to take 'Golden
liquors
H. S. LUTZ, AsU SANTA FE.N.M.
for years.'
MANUEL, R. OTERO.
Medical Discovery.' "
we. ourselves voucn lor
ly injurious, that at this late day it
ij.ij.ij. will tell you all about this great remedy.
M. Maguibb, Esq.
Register.
SANTA
CAPITAL PHARMACY,
FE, N. M,
Dr. Pierce's PJeaseat Pellets are tor liver Ills.
needs no further argument. I wish to
j
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COUNCIL BILL NO. 5
Introduced by Mr. Walton. March IS, 10.12; read first and second
times by title ; ordered translated and printed and referred to Committee on Privileges and Elections.
Entitled an Act to Ilestrain, Suppress and Punish Corrupt Practices
in Connection with Public Elections.
lie it E nailed by the Legislature of the Stale of yew Mexieo:
'Section 1. The following persons shall be deemed jjniltv of
bribery at elections, and shall be punished as hereinafter provided:
First Every person who shall, directly or indirectly, by himself, or by any other person on his behalf, give, lend or agree to
give or lend, or shall offer, promise, or promise to procure or endeavor to procure, any money or valuable consideration to or for
any voter, or to or for any person on behalf of any voter, or to or for
any other person, in order to induce any voter to vote, or refrain
from voting, or shall do any such act as aforesaid, on account of
such voter having voted or refrained from voting at any election.
Second
Every person who shall, directly or indirectly, by himself, of by any other person on his behalf, give or procure, of
agree to give or procure, or offer, promise, or promise to procure,
or endeavor to procure, any oflice, place or employment, public or
private, to or for any voter, or to or for any person on behalf of
any voter, or to or for any other person, in order to induce such
voter to vote, or refrain from voting, or shall do anv such act as
aforesaid, on account of any voter having voted or refrained from
voting at any election.
Third Every person who shall, directly or indirectly, by himself, or any other person on his behalf, make any such gift, loan,
offer, promise, procurement or agreement as aforesaid, to or for any
person, in order to induce such person to procure, or endeavor to
procure, the election of any person to a public oflice, or the vote
of any voter at any election.
Fourth Every person who shall, ujhui or in consequence of any
such gift, loan, offer, promise, procurement or agreement, procure
or engage, promise, or endeavor to procure, the election of any person to a public office, or the vote of any voter at any election.
Fifth Every person who shall advance or pay, or cause to be
paid, any money to or for the use of any other person, with the
intent that such money or any part thereof shall be expended in
bribery at any election, or who shall knowingly pay or cause to ho
paid any money, wholly or in part, expended in bribery at any election.
And any person so offending shall be guilty of a felony, and
shall be punished by imprisonment for a term of not less than two
years and not more than five years for each offense of which he may
be convicted; and for every such offense he shall forfeit the sum
of five hundred dollars, with costs of suit, to any person who may-sufor the same in the name of the state, to the use of the person
suing, in any district court in the state: Provided, that the foregoing enactment shall not be construed to extend to the payment, or
to any agreement, for the payment, of money for or on account of
any lawful expenses incurred at or concerning any election as provided by law.
Sec.
.
The following persons shall also be deemed guilty
of bribery at elections, and shall be punished accordingly: First,
every voter who shall, before or during any election, directly or
indirectly, by himself, or by any other person on his behalf, receive, agree or contract for any money, gift, loan or valuable consideration, office, place or employment, public, or private, for himself or for any other person, for voting, or agreeing to vote, or for
refraining or agreeing to refrain from voting at any election.
Second, every person who shall, after any election, directly or indirectly, by himself, or by any other person on his behalf, receive
any money or valuable consideration on account of his, or any other
person, having voted or refrained from voting, or having induced
any other person to vote or refrain from voting at any election ;
and any person so offending shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and
shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than one month
and not more than one year.
Sec. 3. Any candidate for a public office, or
any person seeking to become the nominee of any party as such candidate, who,
by himself, or by any other person, directly or indirectly, gives or
provides or pays, wholly or in part, or promises to pay, wholly
or in part, the expense of giving or providing any meat, drink,
entertainment or provision to or for any person, for the purpose of
influencing that person or any other person, to give or refrain
from giving his vote at such election, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined' twenty-fiv- e
dollars for each offense.
Sec. 4. Every person who shall,
directly or indirectly, by himself, or any other person on his behalf, make use of, or threaten
to make use of, any force, violence or
restraint, or inflict, or
threaten to inflict, by himself or by any other person, any temporal
or spiritual injury, damage, harm or loss upon or against
any
person, in order to induce or compel such person, or any other person, to vote or refrain from voting at any election or who shall, by
adbuction, duress, or any fraudulent device or contrivance, impede
or prevent the free exercise of the franchise by any elector, or
shall thereby compel, induce or prevail upon
any elector either to
give or refrain from giving his vote at any election. 6hall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall lie
punished
by imprisonment for not less than one year and not more than two
years.
Sec. 5. It shall not be lawful for
any corporation organized
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of this state,
directly or indirectly, by or through any of its officers or agents,
or by or through any person or persons for them, to influence or
attempt to influence the result of any election to he held in this
state, or procure or endeavor to procure the election of any person
to a public office by the use of money
belonging to such corporation,
or by suhscribing any money to any campaign fund of
any party
or person, or by discharging or
threatening to discharge any employe of such corporation for reason of the political opinions of
such employe, or to use or offer to use
any power, effort, influence or
other means whatsoever, to induce or
persuade any employe or other
person entitled to register or vote at any election, to register or
vote or refrain from registering or
voting for any candidate, or on
any question to be determined or at issue at any election. Any
violation of the provisions of this section
by a corporation shall
he deemed and held as a forfeiture of its charter or
franchise, as
granted or derived from the state, as for wilfull misuser thereof, anrl
such corporation shall be enjoined from
transacting any business
in this state; and such forfeiture or injunction
may be adjudged
ly any district court of any county in which such corporation is
jocated, in a suit instituted for that purpose, in the name of the
state of New Mexico, by the district attorney of
any county or by the
attorney general.
Sec. 6. Every officer or agent of
any railroad or other corpora-lio- n,
company or association, and every individual conducting or
carrying on any business in this state and having under his control
or supervision, or in his employ any servants, agents or other employes entitled to vote at any election in this state, who shall, either
directly or indirectly, or by or through any person or persons for'
him, discharge or attempt to discharge from any employment, service or position, any such employe for reason of the
political opinions or belief of any such employe, or who shall coerce or
attempt
to coerce, intimidate or bribe any employe, or who shall by or
through any unjust, corrupt or unlawful means, procure or attempt to procure or influence any employe entitled to register before,
or vote at, any election, to register or vote or refrain from registering or voting for any candidate for public office at any election,
or on any question to be determined or at issue in any election
held in this state, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and on conviction thereof, shall be punished by imprisonment for not less
than two nor more than five years.

thousand and under fifty thousand, fifty cent: and for
twenty-fiv- e
each one hundred voters over fifty thousand, twenty-liv- e
cents the
number of voters to lie ascertained by the total number of votes
cast for all the candidates for such office at the last preceding
regular election held to fill the same; any any payment, contribution or expenditure, or promise, agreement or offer to pay, contribute or expend any money or valuable thing in excess of said
sum, for such objects or purposes, is herein- declared unlawful.
Sec. !.). Every person who shall be a candidate before
any caucus
or convention or at any primary election, or at any election for any
public oflice. shall, not less than eight nor more than ten days before
the date of such election to fill any such oflice, make out and file
with the officer empowered by law to issue the certificate of election
to such oflice. and a duplicate thereof with the recorder of deeds
for the county in which such candidate resides, a statement in
writing, subscribed and sworn to by such candidate, setting forth,
in detail all sums of money, except money
paid out for actual
traveling expenses and hotel or lodging bills, contributed, disbursed, expended or promised by him, or, to the best of his knowledge and belief, by any other jierson or persons in his behalf,
wholly or in part, in endeavoring to secure his nomination or election to such oflice or place, or in connection with the election of any
other person or persons at said election, showing the dates when,
the jierson to whom, and the purposes for which such sums were
-

paid, expended, or promised.
Sec. 10. Every person who shall be a candidate before
any
caucus or convention, or at any primary election, or at any election for any public oflice, or for senator or representative in the
legislature of New Mexico, or for senator or representative in the
congress of the United States, shall, within thirty days after th-- i
election held to fill such office or place, make out and lile with the
officer empowered by law to issue the certificate of election to Mien
office or place, and a
duplicate thereof with the recorder of deeds
for the county in which such candidate resides, a statement in
writing, which statement and duplicate shall be subscribed and
sworn to by such candidate before an officer authorized to administer oaths, setting forth in detail all sums of
money, except
all sums paid for actual traveling expenses and hotel or
lodging
bills, contributed, disbursed, expended or promised by him. and,
to the best of his knowledge and belief, by
any other person or persons in his behalf, wholly or in
part, in endeavoring to secure or
in any way in connection with his nomination or election to such
oflice or place, or in connection with the election of
any other person or persons at said election, and
showing the dates when and
the persons to whom and the purposes for which all such sums were
paid, expended or promised. Such statement shall also set forth that
the same is as full and explicit as affiant is able to make it. No officer authorized by law to issue commissions or certificates of election shall issue a commission or certificate of election to
any such
person until such statement shall have been so made, verified and
filed by such persons with said officer.
Sec. 11. Any person failing to
complv with the provisions of
sections !) and 10 of this act, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding
one thousand dollars, to be recovered in an action
brought in the
name of the state by the attorney general or by the district
attorney
of the county of the candidate's residence.
Sec. 12. No person shall enter
upon the duties of anv elective
office until he shall have filed the statement and
duplicate provided for in section 10 of this act, nor shall he receive
any salary"
or any emolument for any period prior to the
filing of the same.
Sec. 13. At any time during the term of office of
any public
officer elected under the laws of this
state, or under the" charter
of any city therein, the person who received the next
highest number of votes for such office at the election at which such
public
officer was elected, as shown by the official
count, may present an
application in writing, and verified by his affidavit, to'the attorney
genera, setting forth one or more of the following charges against
such public officer,
That at the election at which such public
officer was elected, the total amount
expended, contributed or incurred by such officer exceeded the sum allowed by section 8 of this ac;
for such candidate, or that votes were secured by him or his
agent
or agents, or with his consent or connivance, or with the consent
or connivance of his agent or agents, by some committee or
organization, or some political party, of which party such public officer
was a nominee, or by which he was
supported, or the agent or
agents of some such committee or organization, by paying, contributing, offering or promising to contribute money or" other valuable
thing as a compensation or reward, or by some promise or influence,
the giving such vote or votes, or that votes were withheld from such
applicant by reason of such practices by or on behalf of such officer,
agent, committee or organization, or by reason of some act on
behalf of such officer declared by this article to be
unlawful; and
further setting forth that the applicant desires said attorney-generto bring an action to have such public office declared vacant on
account of said violation of the laws concerning elections. Such
application shall be accompanied by a bond to the state of New
Mexico in the penalty of one thousand dollars, conditioned for the
payment of all taxable costs and disbursements for or on account
of such action, such bond to be approved by the attorney-genera- l,
both as to form and sufficiency.
Sec. 14. The attorney-genera- l,
within ten days after the receipt
of such application and bond, may, in his discretion, begin an action against such public officer, or instruct the district attorney
of the county in which such public officer resides, to
bring such
action within ten days after such notice, to have such office declared vacant, and for such other and further relief as would
be appropriate in an action against the
usurper of any office or
franchise, and it shall be the duty of the district attorney to bring
such action within ten days after the receipt of such insruction
from the attorney-genera- l.
Sec. 15. In case the attorney-genershall refuse to bring such
action or to instruct the district attorney so to do within the time
limited in the last preceding section of "this act, it shall he lawful
for the applicant to bring, such action in the name of the state,
at his own expense and by his own attorney or attorneys, but in
any action so brought by said applicant no costs or disbursements
shall be paid by the state, and in any case, whether begun by the
attorney-generor the district attorney, or the applicant in" person, if the court shall at any time find the bond given as aforesaid inadequate in amount to cover the costs accrued or likely to
accrue in the cause, or shall find the surety or sureties insufficient,
the court may require an additional bond, and upon failure to comply with such requirement of the court, the action may be dis
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Sec. ". Any person who shall, at any election held pursuant
to the laws of the state, vote or attempt to vote, in the name of
some other person, whether that name be of a person living or
dead, or of a fictitious person, or who, having voted once at any
such election, shall vote or attempt to vote at the same election,
in bis own name or any other name, and any person who aids, abets,
counsels or procures the commission of any such art or attempt,
shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and upon conviction thereof
shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than two years nor
more than five years.
Sec. f. .No candidate for congress or for any public oflice in
this state, or in any county, district or municipality thereof, which
office is to be tilled by popular election, shall, by himself or by or
through any agent or agents, committee or organization, or any
person or persons whatsoever, in the aggregate pay out or expend,
or promise or agree or offer to pay, contribute or expend any money
or other valuable thing in order to secure or aid in securing his
nomination or election, or the nomination or election of any other
jHTson or persons, or both by such nomination and election, to any
oflice to be voted for at the same election, or in aid of any party
or measure, in excess of a sum to be determined upon the following
basis, namely: For five thousand voters or less, two hundred dollars; for each one hundred voters over five thousand and under
twenty-liv- e
thousand, one dollar; for each one hundred voters over
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PAGE SEVEN

the oi-- l of the applicant a in nis sureties.
a
reference mi the docket of
Such art ion sh:;i ha
anv court of the tat,- in whii li the - ,ll!!0 shall be pending. Aef
all other ri il actions whatever.
Sec. '. If it hill ;,e determine, in any such action that any
:! i,f this act. and
one or more of the visa ruts defined in section
sei forth in the complain;, has been sustained, judgment shall
be rendered ousting and excluding such defendant from such oflice,
and in favor of" the state or plaintiff, as the case may be. subject
to the provision- - of the next succeeding section, and for the costs
of the action. !!ut if no on,- of the chariTes
forth in the come lie sustained,
in
be
cau-aid
shall
rendered against
judgment
plaint
such applicant and his sureties on the bond or bond- - for the costs
of such action.
Sec. IS. In any such action, such applicant, upon Ids own motion or on the motion of the defendant, shall he made a party
plaintiff: and in any case in whiih such applicant shall be a partv,
if judgment of ouster against the defendant shall be rendered, as
provided in section 17 of this act. said judgment shall award such
office to said applicant, unless it hall be further determined in such
ii in
action.
aiuiroiiriate plead Hg and proof by defendant, that
some act has been done or committed which would have been ground
in a similar action against such plaintiff had he been declared
elected to such oflice. for a judgment of ouster against him : and
if it shall 1m, so determined at the trial, such oflice shall be in the
judgment declared vacant, and shall thereupon be filled liv appointment, or a new election, as may be otherwise provided bv law- regarding such office.
Sec. 'K No person shall be excused from answering anv question on the trial of such action relating to any of the acts claimed
to have been committed bv anv partv thereto, or anv of the persons,
committees or organizations mentioned in section 1:1 of this act,
on the ground that siirh answer would tend to incriminate or degrade stub person or witness. But no such answer or answers shall
be used or be evidence against such witness in any criminal action,
prosecution or proceeding whatever.
Sec. 20.
Every two or more persons, who shall be elected, appointed, chosen or associated for the purpose, wholly or in part, of
raising, collecting or disbursing money, or of com rolling or directing the raiding, collection or disbursement of money for election
purpose, and every two or more persons who shall cooperate in the
raising, collection or disbursement, or in controlling or directing
the raising, collection or disbursement of money used or to be used
i:i furtherance of the election or to defeat, the election to public
office of any person or any class or number of persons, or in furtherance of the enactment or to defeat the enactment of any law
or ordinance, or constitutional provision, shall be deemed u
political committee within the meaning of this act.
Sec. 21. Every political committee shall appoint and constantly
maintain a treasurer to receive, keep and disburse all sums of money
which may be collected or received or disbursed by such committee,
or by any of its members, for any of the purposes mentioned in
section 20 of ibis act, for which such committee exists or acts;
and. unless such treasurer is first appointed and thereafter maintained, it shall be unlawful and a violation of this act for a political
committee or any of its members to colled, receive or disburse
money for any such purpose. All money collected or received or
disbursed by any political committee, or by any member thereof,
for any of the purposes mentioned in section 20 of this act. ami
for which such committee exists or acts, shall be paid over and made
to pass through the hands of the treasurer of such committee, and
shall lie disbursed by him ; and it shall be unlawful and a violation of
this act for any political committee, or for any member or members
of a political committee, to disburse or expend money for anv of the
objects or purposes mentioned in section 20 of this act, and for
which such committee exists or acts, until the money so disbursed
or expended shall have passed through the hands of the treasurer
of such political committee.
Sec. 22. Every treasurer of a political committee, and
every person who shall at any time act as such treasurer, shall, whenever he
receives or disburses money as such treasurer, or for or on account
of any of the objects or purposes mentioned in section 20 of this act,
immediately enter and thereafter keep, in a. proper book or books to
be provided and preserved by him, a full, true and detailed statement
and account of each and every sum of money so received or disbursed, as the case may lie, and the date when, and flic person from
whom received, or to whom paid, as the case
may be, and the object
and purpose for which such sum was received or disbursed.
Sec. 23. Every treasurer of a political committee, as defined
in this act, and every person who shall act as such treasurer, shall,
within thirty days after each and every election, whether state,
county, municipal, precinct or district election, in or concerning
or in connection with which he shall have received or disbursed
any money for any of the objects or purposes mentioned in section
20 of this act, prepare and file in the office of the recorder of deeds
of the county in which such treasurer resides, a full, true and detailed account and statement, subscribed and sworn to by him before an officer authorized to administer oaths, setting forth each
and every; sum of money received or disbursed by him for any of the
objects or purjwses mentioned in section 20 of this act, within the
period beginning ninety days before such election, and ending
on the day on which such statement is filed, the date of each
receipt
and each disbursement, the name of the person from whom received
or to whom paid, and the object or purpose for which the same was
received, and the object or purpose for which disbursed. Such
statement shall also set forth the unpaid debts and obligations, if
any. of such committee, with the nature and amount of each, and to
whom owing, in detail, and if there are no
unpaid debts or obligations of such committee, such statement shall state such fact.
Sec. 24. Every officer required by law to issue certificates of
election or commissions as the result of elections, shall receive and
file in his office and there keep, as
part of the records thereof, all
statements and accounts required by this act to be filed with him.
Such statements and accounts shall, at all reasonable times, be
open to public inspection. After eight years succeeding the filing
of such statements, they shall be destroyed by such officer, or his
successor. Copies of such statements, certified "by such officer, under
the seal of his office, of any such statement or statements, and
any
copy so certified, shall be admitted in evidence in all courts, with
like force and effect as the original would have if
produced.
Sec. 2o. Every treasurer of a political
committee, as defined in
this article, who shall wilfully fail, neglect or refuse to make out,
verify and file with the recorder of deeds the statement required
by section 23 of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction shall be fined not less than fifty dollars.
Sec. 26. Every treasurer of a
political committee, and every
person who shall receive any money to be applied to any of the purposes mentioned in section 20 of this act, who shall either:
First Neglect or fail to keep a correct book or books of account,
setting forth all the details required to be set forth in the account
and statement contemplated in sections 22 and 23 of this act, with
intent to conceal the receipt or disbursement of any such sum received or disbursed by him or by any other person, or the
purpose
or object for which the same was received or disbursed, or to conceal
the fact that there is any unpaid debt or obligation of such treasurer
or committee, or the nature or amount thereof, or to whom owing,
in detail ; or.
Second
Mutilate, deface or destroy any such book or books of
account, with intent to conceal any fact disclosed by such book or
books; or,
Third Fail to file the statement and account contemplated bv
said section 23 within five days after he shall receive notice, in
writing, signed by five resident freeholders of the county in which
such treasurer or political committee or person resides,
requesting
him to file statement and account, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, on conviction, shall be imprisoned for not less than two months.
Sec. 27. All acts and parts of acts in conflict herewith are hereby repealed.
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FOR RENT Three or
house, with furniture or not.
Lowitzki.
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to do general
WANTED A sir
housework in family of three, no laundry. Apply Mrs. Isaac liarth, Morley
House.
FOR REN'I

Nicely furnished room,
modern conveniences,
Griffin Street.

private home;
1

10

FOR RENT Palace hotel furnished
and bar connected with 7 months unexpired license. Possession April 1st.
Joe Vergolio, Cerrillos, N. M.
WANTED A first class lady cook'
to :,( per month. In rewages
and
plying state former experience
wages received. Address V. New

-

'''V

D.

WANTED
to take State, best
selling and paying proposition on the
admarket.
Comliination Machine,
dress Combination Tool Co., Suite
fjlIO Central lildg., Seattle, Wash.
Af-e-

Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
j

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

hor sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writinsr.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART,
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
plateni furnished. Ribbon and supplies. Typewriters
sold, exchanged
aM rented. Standard makes handled.
All rapair work and typewrites guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E
change. Phone 23i.
AGENTS Triple- - W'-a-r
Hosiery
The best paying proposition ever
guaranteed for six months.
Write for special offer G pair FREE.
Beautiful
Everybody
buys.
lin.
Credit given. Write for exclusive
r
Hosiery Mills,
territory. Triple-WeaFranklin and Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. Mention in answering
this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Pecos Forest 03974.
Department of the Interior
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
March 13, 191.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Garcia, of Rowe, New Mexico, who,
on March 4, 1907, made homestead en
try No. 10785 (03974), for Lots 1, 2,
Sec. 34, S
SE
Section 27,
township ION., range 13E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intenr
tion to make final
proof, to
establish claim to the Jand above described, before the register and receiver, United States land office, et
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 20th
da- - of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cleofes Garcia, Pedro Garcia, Andres Ruiz, Justo Ruiz, all of Rowe,
New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
C. J. N.

five-yea-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb.

8, 1912.
12, 1911.

Republication
(013791.)

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof under the Act of March 3, 189A.
sees. 16 and 17, (2C Stats., 854), as
amended by the Act of February 21,
1S93, (27 Stats., 470), in support ot
his claim
1303, serial 013791,
for
145.57 acres in sections 20, 21 and 23,
of T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M., viz.:
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, of Cuba, N.
M.

Said proof will be made before RegS. land office,
Santa Fe, N.
on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses, the
following, to prove his actual, continuous adverse possession of said tract
for twenty years, next preceding the
survey of the township, viz.:
J. J. Salazar, Felis Montano, both of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person desiring to protest the
allowance of said proof, or who knows
of any substantial reason under the
laws and regulations of the Interior
Department why such proof should not
be allowed, will be given an opportunity at the
time and
place to
the witnesses
of said claimant, and to offer evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted by claim-

ister or Receiver at U.

d

cross-examin- e

ant:

And especial notice Is hereby given
to Donaciano Lucero, whose small
holding claim conflicts with the land
herein described as to lot 2 ot Ms
claim 3253, 013791, containing .47
acres, that he will be given an opportunity at the
time
and place to protest or offer evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant in final proof.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
above-mentione- d

La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
la too often the fatal sequence, and
coughs that hang on weaken the system and lower the vital resistance.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
a reliable medicine that stops the
coign promptly by healing the cause,
soothes the inflamed air passages, and
checks the cold. Keep always on
hand. Refuse subvitutes. For sale
by all druggists.
A Cold,
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Mem8 o'clock at the Masonic hall.
bers are requested to be present and
visiting brothers are invited.
Fair Weather From Now On That
is the hope that the weather bureau
The highest tempera-jturj holds out today.
in the shade yesterday was 51
in the sun 78 degrees. The
j degrees,
minimum temperature was 38 degrees.
The precipitation yesterday was
of an inch of rain.

We have just unloaded another car,

and for

e

A LIMITED TIME,

"cthis

and onr
We pnrrliased pvntf carloads of this hea'itilui dinner-warlargeftpurchant?Jow
tie maujiaeu'rvr t tfive na ao exclusive design
and very
brieo. We are e:arKinf? part oi the cost to "aiivertiyir.g
"and
aste
of
v
onl
ibe
actual cet of Hie
axpeDse,"
yo'i to pa
"Co.nn.-isiirti .i;)d cannot be dunlicuted In
set. It la jf a
in any reuni chma awre. It is guarauu-eby both
quality for loss tuan $iniiPSHlVt-.4unit
pirtDiiiiit-turetoeTtit'i-Is a fmii.nti in ovtrv Pack of LAEADEE'9 Flntir. Send US five
we will
non.
or
ami
and
.wprvsa money order,
30a
id cash, drii't, postal
nu yon coo of these i I'Riitiiul .seta bv freurht. Athirons rounons and re
mittance to Tho China Ueoarfinont of tho Larabee Flour Mills Company,
name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, KanM. Be '.ur t writ are
yo'iralso
The coupons in LARABE'3 Flour
for Holers' Silverware
podcircular.
and other valuable prear.Uiiis. Ahk for descriptive
GER
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
D

PatT'

and

BE,ST

0F

46-Pie- ce

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. 4.

B and P the most important letters cf the alphabet?

Phone

aBcde

7

THE JEWFLER.

F G H

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

FOR

I

J

KLMNO

E

IHt

OMLI

high-qualit- y

j

No.

L

Why are

HIGH-GRAD-

you

Dinner Set of Fine China
SAVE THE COUPONS AN gCt a
'"
like the one in our show window, or some of the
premiums in Rogers & Sons' Silverware. We will refund your money.if
not entirely satisfactory.

Flour that makes Baking a Delight.

HEADQUATERS

convince

drugs.
The Primary Conventions to be held
in the respective wards of the city, for
the purpose of electing delegates to
the Democratic city convention to
nominate candidates
for aldermen,
will occur this evening at 7:30 o'clock
at the following places: First ward,
Vigil's Hall; second ward,
Cordova
Hall; third ward, Delgado Hall; fourth
ward, City Council chamber in the
county court house.
Honor Pupils Today the teacher of
general history in the high school exempted from review of the book, Edna
Lutz, Charlotte Wientge, and Claribel
Fischer, on account of efficiency in
recitation and perfect behavior. These
HI young ladies are seniors. From the
juniors, Dorothy Safford and Dorothy
Hayward were exempted.
Others de- -

l"eh arad:

$1.65 per Sack.

REGULAR RETAIL VALUfS, StZ.OO

will

ALL

&'

MAN-MILLE-

One purchase

that Zook's is the best place to buy
medicines and

t0

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

THURSDAY,

BOil)

UP.

j

1

Sparks, Isabel Walker, seniors; and
Gertrude Gorman, Anna Dorman of
the juniors and several others.
PACKERS ARE INNOCENT
OF ALL WRONG.

WEATHER FORECAST.
X
Denver, Colo., March 21.
X New Mexico: Tonight generally
colder in northwest portion.
Si Friday fair.

According to Attorney for Meat Men
There Is and Cannot Be
Monopoly.

Pqrst

MARCH

21, 1912.

lainiderine

Makes your hair grow long, heavy and
luxuriant and we can prove it
Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff

Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lustrous and Abundant After a
Danderine Hair Cleanse
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers
It
of rain and sunshine are to vegetation.
goes right to the roots, invigorates and
Its exhilarating, stimulastrengthens them.
properties cause the
ting and
hair to grow abundantly long, strong and
beautiful.
It at once imparts a sparkling
brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair,
and a few weeks' use will cause new hair to
sprout all over the scalp. Use it every day
for a short time, after which two or three
times a week will be sufficient to complete
whatever growth you desire.
Immediately after applying a little Danderine all dandruff will disappear, all itching
of the scalp will cease and there will be no
more loose or falling hair.
If you wish to double the beauty of four
hair in ten minutes surely try this moisten
a cloth with a little Danderine and draw it
carefully through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time, this will cleanse the hair of
dust, dirt or any excessive oil In a few
moments your hair will be wavy, rluffy and
abundant and possess an incomparable softness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
shimmer of true hair health.
If you care for beautiful, soft hair and lots
of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of Knowl-ton'- s
Danderine from any drug store or
toilet counter A real surprise awaits you.

WOT

(By Special Leased Win to New arcxican)
Chicago, 111., March 21 The instruc
tions of the court to the jury in the
tion on the subjects treated, and it is of the state board.
oil or cleaning longer than
packers trial have been
prepared hoped that you
will make your assess- Yours truly,
to
be
to
ready
the jury at the
given
any other piece of machinas
far
ments
as
FRANK W. CLANCY,
practicable conform to
close of special government counsel
ery but it needs both occasion-all- y.
the valuations and recommendations .
Attorney General
Butler's final argument tomorrow.
in
"The
evidence
this case does not
If you will consider that the rim of
come within ten miles of proving any
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge
offense or crime" said Mr. Borders,
your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
Timei1
representing the Morris group today,
Are
tnce a year. It will increase the
"All the government has in this case is
life and accuracy of your watch.
a theory.
It has no proof, no facts,
Leave your watch with us
The evidence shows these defend-solants are in daily competition with
Co000 packers in this country. There is
To promote these conditions in the home, one of the first requireDemocratic Primaries This, even0 monopoly. The business is of such
Especially Designed For
ments is a strictly modern and
bathroom one in which depend
mg the Democratic city primaries will character that no set .of men can con-bable fixtures are installed
held. On Saturday, teh city con- - trol it. There is no
combination,
and in which perfect saniDealer in New and Second Hand
vention will be held.
There Jias been no injury to the pub- tation is assured.
If you have a cold that is still hang- g
YOU WILL BE PLEASED WITH THE
on, better cure it with Zook's
FURNITURE,
Before deciding on
O
White Pine and Tar oefore it becomes '
m
LETTER
TO
plumbing equipment,
your
ASSESSORS.
...
C
MEATS WE SELL YOU,
j
chronic.
QUEENSWARE,
let us explain the merits
There'
m
Boy Scouts Fight Tonight
of 'Standard" Plumbing
Continued irom Page One.
IF IT WERE NOT SO,
will be a meeting of the Boy Scouts!
Fixtures and quote you
at 7:30 o'clock tomorrow night at their; thorities to act upon them, mav cause
prices. We employ only
H
CARPETS,
Instructions in boxing; great delay and much labor in" the
the best mechanics and
O We Would Not Tell You ! headquarters.
second class scouting will be writing of tax rolls.
guarantee both fixtures
70
HARDWARE,
Sven.
The valuations fixed by the territo- and workmanship.
m
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent; rial board in January should never
Q
Stoves, Ranges, Etc.
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-- have been sent out, but
owing to a
Standard" Modem
H
ing all modern conveniences, includ-- misunderstanding, those
valuations
Highest Cash Price for Second Hand Goods
ing electric light, steam heat and have been printed upon tax schedules
baths, iu the First National Bank sent to each county. Copies of the
New and Second Hand Goods Sold on
Phone 92.
Easy Payments.
D
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
proceedings of the state board have
03
Masons
PHONE 59 BLACK.
Will
Meet Montezuma ' been sent to all counties and should
SANTA FE, N. M
aus
wane
.
i
ucAiv.u
mi
i
M. will hold be considered
aiways Lodge No. 1, A. F. and
as the only authorita-- a
communication tomorrow evening at I five action of any hoard of
equaliza
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
Clean
the Teeth, freshen
and
sweeten the mouth through the daily
'
use of tooth paste, at Zook's.
Four "STANDARD"
Sewing Ma& 323
chines to be closed out at GOEBELS.
Because you couldn't have Beef or
Ride in E. M. F. car and be sure to
Pork without them!
get back.
Beginning of Spring Today marks
the Beginning ot spring, at least, ac- We Carry a Complete Line of cording to the almanac.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
with six tables pays well. Must be
at once Price J1500. 0. C. Wat-- j

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

,

"

vtX

Pieces That
Reliable."

j
j

U V WX Y

J

i

Health, Cleanliness, Home
Comfort

j

BEEF AND PORK

20,-so- n

-

2

E

DAVID S. LOWITZKI,

e

Knife and Fork!

j

3

j nc.-in-

j

jj

re-an-d

i

I

z Plaza
Market Co.

Z

1

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

j

1

j

oil

What a Chance

L- -

!

ipc

n

fnftn

FqO

j

Thi s is the Greatest Stilt Sale yot eve saw, unless yot have
attended the suit sales we have held heretofore.
HERE'S THE SITUATION

!

We have too many Suits, and we want to clean them out to make
room for SPRING CLOTHING. We won't carry them over-fo- r
we
simply won't, that's all, and we are going to sell them all for just

$17.50

our fine Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suits, the finest we have had this season-t- he
suits we
have sold at $25.00, $27.50, $30.00, $32.00 and $35.00 go into this sale. Come in and take
your
pick, but act quickly. The suit you buy will do you splendid service this season, and it will be
right for the next season also. If you want the best suit you ever bought, or ever will buy for
$1 7.50, come and get it, but come soon, or the suits will be
gone.
All

This Store is the Home of Bart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes

MATHAH SALMON

